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ABSTRACT
Alth jh transpiration cool inj has been demonstrated to keep the 
metal surface temperatures, in a gar turbine, below that at which 
oxidation occurs even though the hot gas temperatures are in 
excess of the metals melting temperature, few experimental studies 
have been conducted on the heat transfer aspects of transpiration 
cooling. Especially the effect blowing has on a turbulent 
boundary layer that has developed over a porous surface that is 
heated by the mainstream. Many studies have involved the blowing 
or suction oi the boundary layer through heated porous plates.
Trans. an cooling was exper cntally investigated by making
use of an existing wind tunnel which was modified so as to simulate 
the heat transfer phenomenon resulting from blowing coolant through 
a porous wall into a heated mainstream. The existing wind tunnel 
was designed and commissioned by Krieg (13) who considered the 
momentum transfer aspects of transpiration cooling. The solution 
of the momentum equation by Krieg forms the basis from which this 
investigation was developed, the original solution procedure being 
put forward by Cebeci and Smith (7). Krieg developed a generalised 
two-dimensional finite-differunce compute* program to solve the 
incompressible momentum equations describing a blown boundary layer. 
This program was further developed as part of this effort to solve 
the compressible momentum and neigy equations so as to account 
for the heat transfer in the blown boundary layer. The program is 
used to predict the experimental results obtained from the literature 
as well is those ottained during the nine experimental runs on the 
wind tunnel.
Freestream flow velocities varied from 4,^5 m/s to 14,95 m/s with 
correspoi ;.ng temperatures of 44,95°C and 33,00eC respectively.
The blowing fr tion F, was varied from 0,0059 to a maximum of 
,
temperature of 40°C.
The numerically calculated profiles and tho: » obi lined expurim ntally, 
as well as one set presented by another researcher, compared well. 
Finally, recommendations for future studies have been suggested.
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71 INTRODUCTION
Transpiration cooling is a most effective method ot keeping 
metal surface temperatures, in gas turbine engines that are 
subjected to hostile high temperature environments, well 
below the melting or oxidation temperature of that particu' • 
material. Far less coolant is needed to achieve this, than 
conventional cooling techniques, such as film cooling tna' 
has to date been used in the hot end of gas turbine engines. 
Transpiration cooling has been demonstrated to keep the meta. 
surface temperatures, in a gas turbine, below that at whic . 
oxidation occurs even though the hot gas temperatures are in 
excess of the metals melting temperature.
As a result of these features of transpiration cooling, 
research has been devoted to the study of this phenomenon.
However, little experimental work has been conduct d, .n . 
documented, on the heat transfer aspects or the effect blovj-g 
has on a turbulent boundary layer that has developed over a 
porous surface that is heated by the mainstream. Many 
studies, the results of which are discussed, have involved 
the blowing or suction of the boundary layer through heated
porous plates.
Transpiration cooling was experimentally investigated by making 
use of an existing wind tunnel which was modified so as to simulat 
the heat transfer phenomenon resulting from blowing coolant through 
a porous wall into a heated mainstream. The existing wind tunnel 
was designed and commissioned by Krieg (13) who considered the 
momentum transfer aspects of transpiration cooling. The solution 
of the momentum equation by Krieg forms the basis from which this 
investigation was developed, th* original solution procedure being 
put forward by Cebecl and Smith (7). Krieg developed a generalised 
two-dimensional finite-dlffcrence computer program to solve the 
incompressible momentum equations describing a blown boundary layer. 
This program was further developed as pa*t of this effort to solve
8the compressible momentum and energy equations so as to account 
for the heat transfer in the blown boundary layer. The program 
is used to predict the experimental results obtained from the 
literature as well as those obtained during the nine experimental 
runs on the wind tunnel.
Conclusions were made and recommendations for future research 
are put forward so as to ultimately enable the successful 
implementations of transpiration cooling in gas turbine designs 
that need cooling of heated surfaces. This can only be achieve:: 
if both the momentum and heat transfer aspects f transpiration 
cooling can be accurately predicted.
OBJECT
Transpiration cooling has long been considered as the most 
effective method to cool components in a hostile h gh tempe 
rature environment. Film cooling has become an int -----
in the design of first stage stator vanes, rotor blades and 
combustion chambers of existing modern gas turbine engines.
Trinspiration cooling has been successfully employed to cool 
gas turbine engine components in rotating test rigs (Curtiss 
Wright publications) and stationary combustion rigs (Bayley;.
Even though the practical application of transpiration 
cooling has been developed to a mature state, very little 
experimental work has been done especially on the heat 
transfer aspects of a blown bound,ry layer. A great uea. 
of research has been done in the field of transpiration 
coding although most studies have involved the blowing or 
suction of the boundary layer through heated porous plates. 
Thus inverse transpiration cooling, actually transpiration 
heating, was investigated. The inverse temperature profile 
acts as a turbulence Inhibited thus affecting the heat 
transfer mechanism. Thus it was felt that tests should be 
conducted ever a porous flat plate with a heated mainstream.
Use was made of an existing experimental rig which enat.ee 
‘••'Sts to be carried out on a flat plate in 2-D flew. The 
rirs was modified by inserting a heating system into the 
mainstream air so as to rais- its temperature. A set of 
data for uniform, blowing of a hot turbulent boundary was to 
be established with which computed results could be compared.
The heat transfer phenomenon within the porous material is 
also of interest and as such will be considered important.
LITERATURE REVIEW ON TRANSPIRATION COOLJNG
Introduction
The transpired boundary- layer may be laminar or turbulent.
The laminar boundary layer with transpiration has been 
extensively studied, resulting in a large number cf exact 
mathematical solution.', for certain fundamental cases where 
similarity in velocity profiles, and in temperature profiles, 
is obtained. In 1947 Yuan presented a paper on a theoretical 
investigation of flow of a hot fluid over a sweat-cocleo 
porous plate. He considered laminar, incomprecsic.e flow 
of both the mainstream and coolant flows which were assumed 
to have the same viscosities. Soon after this an experimen­
tal study of transpiration cooling was reported on by Duwez 
and Wheeler (1948). The authors investigated a high speea, 
high temperature (300 m/s; 1000'C) axial flow within a 
cylindrical duct of porous material through the va-.s cf 
which coolant, was injected.
The pioneering study of Mickley et al (1956) involvec the 
study of heat, mass and momentum transfer of flow ever a 
flat plate with blowing or suction. This has long been 
regarded as the basic experimental study in this fie^d, ar.a
is the only one which covered blowing and suction over any 
appreciable range of conditions. The validity cf these 
data wa questioned, in 1957, ly Xickle him :lf. in a seccr:
.1 y'- sve tcly 1-.: rot
report any heat-transfer data, focusing entirely on the 
hydrodynamic problem. Nevertheless the initially reported 
data is still used for qualifying rigs and for comparison 
with analytical or computer profiles.
The review will be dealt with in two parts:
(a) Experimental Results
(b) Theoretical Developments
With Internal Heat Transfer (within the porous material) being 
t-Vi in Arinpndix B .
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Experimental work in turbulent boundary layer studies has 
always proceeded the theoretical progress, thus these titles 
will be dealt with in their historical order.
Excerinental Results
A review of the literature shows that although, the problem 
of heat transfer through a turbulent boundary layer with 
uniform blowing, uniform surface temperature, anc uniform 
free-stream velocity has been extensively studied, no similar 
study of a heated free-stream, to this investigation has beer, 
undertaken. Nevertheless the various publications on the 
above topic have been used as an initia. test i-r w. e prc_c~e- 
computer program which should be able to predict the various
cases considered.
As, already mentioned, Mickley et al (1954) car: .ec out extensive 
experimental measurements of velocity and temperature profiles 
and of friction and heat transfer coefficients for a wide 
range of flow conditions. Main-stream velocity was varied
between 2 and 20 o s,and a length Reynolds numier range :
6 500 to 3 300 00C was covered.
The experimental apparatus us u enabled the simulation cf flow- 
over a porous flat plat with acceleration or deceleration cf 
the main flow and for sucking or blowing of a gas througr. the 
f. - plate out of or int t t) in stream, 
tunnel was L-.inar at t... 1 - /eloctty and turbulent at
the highest velocity. At the intermediate velocity the flow 
was generally laminar in suction runs and turbule t. ir blowing 
runs (supporting the fact that transpiration cooling is turbu­
lence promoting). Direct heat transfer measurements were 
made at points ranging from 75 mn to 2,5 meters from the 
leading edge. Data were obtained with mass transfer through 
the test-wall sections adjusted to give both constant velocity 
and constant dimensionless mass transfer rate ; , * u 1 A x
in laminar regime, and v^ 0 l/x*'? in turbulent regime) with 
both blowing and suction. Constant velocity runs were made
with V varying from 0,04 to -0,04 m/sec and constant t runs 
were m L e  with (dimeneionless heat transfer rate) varying
from 1,2 to -3,6.
Temperature profile measurements were conducted under simi^  
conditions. The dimensionless temperature, • ^  'w * ^ ' w G 
was plotted as a function of the dimensionless distance ratio 
y/S for the cases where the boundary layer was turbulent.
The curves represented data obtained at several different 
traversi*" stations and consequently represented a wide 
variat.on in downstream distance. A few temperature profiles 
were compared directly with their corresponding velocity 
profiles which were found to be similar except in the region 
very close to the wall. The best similarity of the profiles 
were found in the runs with no mass transfer. In the runs 
wit constant blowing velocity, a slight change in the shape 
of the velocity and temperature profiles with distance from 
the leading edge was noticed. This was possibly due to the 
change in the value of the dimensionless heat transfer rate
<*H >.
The turbulent profiles were examined on logarithmic coordinates 
to investigate their tendency to follow a power-law distribu-
ticn. The resultin'! plots could be fitted by a straight line 
although they may better be fitted by a line with some upward 
curvature, but the precision of the data war felt not to be
g o d  enourh to just.fy try in" t: fit such a curve to the res .'.Its
Heat transfer coefficients were measured at various, x, stations 
along the porous plate for different test runs. These were 
ploved on logarithmic axes with the laminar region being 
predicted by boundary layer theory, which tended to give low 
values, the turbulent region being compared with the predic­
tions of the Chilton-Colburn empirical relation
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h* (fE^ ) ^  „ 0,0288 |
% ( F t / "
which gave good agreement with the experimental data.
The experimental results described by Kays and Mo:fat are 
all derived from the Stanford University apparatus which 
was used by various authors who modified the tunnei to 
pernut studies of accelerating and decelerating flows.
Figures of Stanton number as a function of x-Reynclc’s number 
for uniform blowing and suction where presented (for values of 
blowinc fraction F varying from -0,0076 to + 0,0096). 
Blowing drove the Stanton number towards zero as the blowinc 
fraction increased whereas suction tended to force the 
Stanton number to an asymptotic value numerically equal to 
the negative blowing fraction value (-F).
The data showed that the quantity St/Sto, denoting the ratio 
of the Stanton number with blowing to that without blowing 
(at the same Reynolds number), is a function of the blowing 
parameter. The relation being,
St_ ln il ' V  ... 3.2.2
R= Bh
'v. 1. /- C *• v
C? f. - „ tr- am)
A local descriptor of the boundary layer behaviour was 
sought and emphasis was focused upon the relationship 
between Stanton number and enthalpy thickness Reynolds 
number. By combining the two-dimensional energy integral 
equation with the relation described by equation 3.2.2 tnc 
with an equation describing the variation of Sto with Re^ 
the following expression was presented:
Implicit in equation 3.2.3 is the notion of local equilibrium: 
it is presumed that knowledge of Re^ and will fix St/Sts, 
regardless of the uptsream history. This was vested by 
experiments in the vicinity of a step change in blowing: the 
boundary layer was found to respond very rapidly to the 
step, with Stanton number dropping almost, all the way frcm 
the unblown value to the uniformly blown value within a 
distance of 10 centimeters of the porous section.
Velocity and temperatur-. profiles for the case of constant 
velocity (approximately 10 m/s), constant wall temperature 
(AT about 256F) with injection of air into air were presented 
on the so-called "inner layer" coordinates, u (- u/U^) and 
y+(= y v./v) 'where U. •' >ru 7 7 ]  . The temperature para­
meter t being defined as follows:
which includes C,/2 as well as St and hence is sensitive to 
the hydrodynamics as well as the heat transfer. This . o m  
follows from a Couette-flow analysis in which the terms are 
made dimensionless using U r. The fact that t includes
both C /2 and St an? that t profiles have inherently more 
scatter than u* profiles thus more caution should be exercised 
in attributing significance to the details of t variations 
than to u variations because of the added uncertainty 
involved.
Analytical Development
Rubesin in 1954 presented an analytical estimation of the 
heat transfer and skin friction characteristics by solving 
the continuity, momentum and energy Navier ” Stokes equations 
for turbulent flow. These "turbulent flow" equations
1 5
are time averaged and the usual boundary-layer assumptions
The basic equations were reduced to ordinary differential 
equations and applied to the fully turbulent region by 
omitting all the terms based on molecular transport. In 
the laminar sublayer all the terms based on eddy 
transport were omitted.
The analysis was divided into two parts, in the first the 
Pranctl number and turbulent Prandtl number were both 
assumed to be ?qual to unity. This resulted in a direct 
relationship between the temperature and velocity, thus 
it was not necessary to solve the energy equation. A 
relationship was thus obtained between the local skin­
fliction coefficient and kv/r. : V nu: .ber with the momentu- 
thickness as the characteristic dimension. The expression 
obtained was as follows:
are imposed. The equations are:
(pu) ♦ 4- (pv r P'v') = 0
G ...|3.3.4
where
/ ( Y - D / 2] M~,
/  (T /T )
a
B - /B; * 4A; .. . | 3 . 3 .
2A*
B * ■ P; + 4A"
2A3
(Cf/2)
The tern F(k,4) is an elliptic integral of the first kind.
The -second pait of the analysis recognised that the local 
heat transfer coefficient is depend*..t on Pr and ?rt ar.c th; 
a relationship between the local Stanton number anc loc. u. 
skin friction coefficient was determined. The momentum
.
the following result:
w  *  (u * V  #  * Cl •'•!3"3
v „  V  *  f  > -  'k ^ i  , c pT H , v < c - , i 7 ,i L,1C2
... | 3.3
once the following substitutions were made
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£m
pu' v ' ...13.3.8
du
dy
“H Pr
em Cd _ o CP v'T" ...(3.3.9!
" dT
dyt
and the bars representing time-averaged quantities arc^Ded as all 
the terms remaining are mean values. (Ci and C 2 are arbitrary con­
straints) . Once the following boundary conditions were applied,
namely that at
y - 0
u * 0
c * 
m
0
T - Tw
T « 
w • e ;
*w e ‘ «  ay ‘ u
the constants can be evaluated as
Ci «= w
C 2 - %w +
...|3 3.10!
...|3.3.11' 
...(3.3.12,
Thus equations 3.3.C and 2.3.7 could be written a:
p. vw u ♦ Tw . (P ♦ V  |  ...13.3.13,
Pw V, |C ,T-T„, » f l  - ^  5 7 ICPT ' * t  |3"3
The terms of equation 3.3.14 were divided into the terms of 
equation 3.3.13 to give
Equation 3.3.15 is Integrated in two stages with the results 
combined at tlu cu!:.layer oute: turbulent layer interface where 
u („ l a-) . The resulting solution was given as follows:
u," . “v vw 
,CpT . cpTi - r - h >
%
.fwj[u 5 - Prt , !l, Prt - 1 13.3.161
tT ’ P] “  a 2 pa ui 2
T:v ' j ansfei coefficient is defined at
Srf ... 13.3.17
h  -------------- ^
T" * Tl " rt:
whi - thi recovery factor.
m-: in- v ;h,r ub -ined between heat transfer and sk,:
f . • • *
... 13.3.16
non-, and theoretical investigations
I iv he dev, i o ,tr ui" the eddy viscosity C^.) . Only a few 
:tudl,. h.i ,ee, mad, th» turbulent Prandtl number, with only one 
experiment, , tudy by Simpson, Whitten and Moffat in 19~0 ^  the 
effect of blowing o, suction on P r ^  The authors concluded that the 
, sumpti : 1 Prt ' 1 throughout the boundary does not hold,
;,,cially all where 1 a. the small scale turbulence
a, ;t. ongl iffectod i mo erular kinematic viscocity. In the outer 
region Lt w-,. found that t. • 1 where the kinematic viscosity has
little influence.
Jenkins, (11) devised a model to account for the unequal loss 
of momentum and thermal energy from an eddy in flight between 
mixing points for a fluid with the Piandtl number not equal to 
unity. He argued that if the temperature of the eddy did not 
change in flight, then the definition of the mixing lengtu
/ (T /p)
1
t . i3.3.19
du
dy
plus £ „ §  . v r  " •  -' ''
would produce € * 1 v '
...|3.3.::
since T ,:= 1 — . However if heat were lost, the fluctuation 
temperature would be less because of molecular thermal concur *iv;- y
and thus
. , ,v ., t i l  ... (3.3.22 j
1 % ’
where Z . and T, are the initial and final eddy m m  temperature..
By treating the effects of molecular viscosity on an eddy in flight 
in the sane manner as the effects o' mo) ocular then: cc - u t:vif
he obtained the following results
—  - ^ 7  {1 ‘ exp ‘ c"7v
1 ) :  r. . r.f
Pr
I? * i t  4 r '  4.1 :,T 11 - e x F '
v,........ n-
This model agrees well with experimental result: near tnc wal,, a;
it should as the small scale turbulence effects are governed by 
molecular properties (near wall), but fails in the outer region 
because the model fails to account for the larger eddy motion in 
the outer region.
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For the outer region Hinze (10) in 1959 suggested that the diffusion 
of heat might be a combination of gradient and large eddy transport
of the form
V  _ . dT V  ... 13.3.241
PC (T - Te ) ' " Lm dy * " V
F w
where ',V » V,. is the effective velocity at which the turbulence
energy is transported in the y direction by eddy motion and 4’t i* 
the heat flux.
Bradshaw et al (3) in 1967 suggested that Vp varies roughly linearly
from zero to V throughout the boundary layer. If it is assuaeo 
Poc
that
...13.3.25:
than T p r  = n 1 §  ...13.3.26
where n is the dimensionless distance (y/c)
Hence equation -.3.24 becomes
3 _______ - . (e ♦ v r i) -r‘. ... ;3 ...j -----  » ^ V - ^
C C. U, (Tw - V  rn P* dy
P
Thus C = .  ^3  ... ,3.3.26,
b
Cm ... i 3.3 .291
and Prt - e + y rTT
m Poc
In the outer region the hypothesis of large eddy transport of heat 
but not of momentum is seen to account for Prt < 1 and to adequately 
describe the variation of Pr^ as this agrees with experimental 
results presented by Simpson et al (21) .
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Rotta (18) suggested an empirical distribution, which combines 
both equations 3.3.29 and 3.3.23 to describe the variation of Prt 
in both the inner and outer regions. Ihe relationship has the 
following form for an unblown boundary layer.
Pr. - 0.95 - 0,4Sn- ... |3.3.30[
Cebeci and Smith (5) presented a finite-dl T e r e n c e  method for 
solving laminar and turbulent boun d a r y - l a y e r  equations for 
compressible two dimensional or axisycnetric flows. An implicit 
finite difference technique was employed to solve the linearized 
momentum equation and energy equation. A mixing length formulation 
based on Van Driest (22) was us e d  for the sublayer and the Mending 
region, and a formulation using intenr.ittency for the 'u.Uy 
turl nt region.
Cebeci (5) extended Van Driest"s t h e o r y , which p rovided for a 
continuous v e locity and shear d i s t r ibution for t u rbulent flow near 
a non-porous wall, to turbulent flow near a p o r o u s  wal...
The van Driest velocity gradient relationship was extended to flows 
with injection
d u * ________________________ 2tV“ " ...|3.3.31
dy
+ ! * {1>4 (V * u 4 4 1), : (y")' \  - e x p  (-y /A ) . v "
w
Kays and Moffat (12) looked at the behaviour of the transpired 
boundary layer in general. Both the momentum and energy or 
thermal) boundary layer development for both injection and suction 
in accelerating, decelerating and constant mainstream flows were 
discussed. Particular emphasis being placed on equilibrium 
boundary layers, that is flows where the rates of transpiration and 
variations of free stream velocity along the test plate are adjusted 
so that the boundary layer structure remains virtually the same as 
the flow develops. In this way, effects of transpiration (anc
22
pressure gradient) may be studied free from the effects of upstream 
disturbances.
It was concluded that it is possible to have Inner region similarity 
(although the outer region may extend over most of the boundary 
layer). The energy integral equation of the boundary layer was 
presented in the following -onr;
dReh vw ... |3.3.321
= St ♦ TT-dx/V U0
which has no pressure gradient term. For a turbulent thermal 
boundary layer over a constant temperature surface with constant 
free stream velocity outer region similarity car. also be deiucec .
A solution of the energy equation, to mathematically modal the 
boundary layer, was discussed. TVo different empirical equations 
were presented for the variation of turbulent Prandtl number through
the boundary layer,
Prt - 1,4? - 0,17 y* V 4  l3-3-32
(if Prt < 0,86 ; Prt - 0,66)
Pr - 0,9: -r 0,35 (1 + cos (-y*/37) ) ; y <
= 0,90 > y4 >37 ... '3.2.34,
. 0.60 ' /
which have been used by the authors with reasonable success to more 
accurately predict temperatures profiles.
Most authors have stated that the theoretical and experimental 
investigations of the thermal distribution in a transpiration 
cooled boundary have not been systematically explored. However, 
presented above are a few of the papers written on the subject.
The review is by no means comprehensive or up to date, but 
hopefully will serve as an sufficient introduction fcr the present
investigation.
m-VPT.OPMENf OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PREDICTING THE 
BOUNDARY LAYER BEHAVIOUR
Introduction
The compressible turbulent boundary layer equations for 
two-dimensional flow can be written as
Momentum
Energy
pu ~  + (pv + p'v') ^  n " MVi"Pr'Sy
and Continuity
- £  (pU ) > r—  (PV * P^V7 ) =■ 0 ... 4--
dx tty
The bar denotes time averaged quantities and the prime 
denotes instantaneous quantities.
Tl.e analysis for the solution of the above equations is 
based on the classical treatment by Prandtl who replaces 
t fluctuating quantities by rn eddy viscosity and turbulent 
pr..r. -1 numbct the nor.-2r.tw &-• • energy c -;u-.ti:ns 
respectively. Th- eddy viscosity is based on Prandtl s 
mixing length theory.
Boundary Layer Parameters
Once the velocity and temperature profiles have been 
determined, the following boundary layer parameters, which 
accurately described the flow situation can be calculated.
Some of these parameters are listed below.
Displacement thickness, (the mass flow deficit '"hich occar- 
in the boundary layer due to the reduction in velocity at
the surface)
)* « f (1 - „ T ~) dY/ ft
pu ' flu ... 14.2.1
o ' *  Pa. U=c
Momentum thickness (the deficit in momentum)
6 « [ (1 - — ) dy * 'i4-2*2 -
J o Ue
Shear stress at the ^all
Heat transfer rate to the wall 
k
(— )
Stanton number
T« •  ^ ll ’ v  •■•l4-2'3 ‘
and the local skin-friction coefficient
.',4.2.4!
w ,3h. ... 4.2.5
. . |4.2.6 ,
St " «..)
f are factor 're-.: of diccl -vtt tc r.cr.- tl.-c.-y.css)
. r  ...14.3.7,
e
Defect - shape factor
= - |C( U^ .  “>' dy/Igl-C-r-) dy (1 - 5 )
Defect displacement thickness
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rnrmulAfion of Eddy Viscosity and T u r b u l e n t Prandti Number
To solve equations 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 it is necessary to relate 
the Reynolds shear stress, -pu'v1 and the term -pv K to 
mean velocity and enthalpy distributions respectively. The 
concept of eddy viscosity (Cto) and eddy conductivity (\) i* 
introduced to relate the tine-mean flucf-ting quantities to 
mean velocity and enthalpy distributions. The eddy viscosity 
and eddy conductivity are thus defined as follows:
c -  - a ?  ' \  ' - 14-3-11
and can be related to each other as follows
\ e S - • • • 43.2
t Prt
where Prt is the "turbulent Prandtl number".
As most author-', have suggested, the eddy viscosity moce^ 
within the boundary layer is divided into two regions, the 
inner (sublayer) rc rion and outer (fully turbulent) region.
For the inner region the eddy viscosity is based on Prandtl's
mixing length theory;
_ j - yu. ... 4 ,
i 3y
Where 1, the - Ion -:., . -iv.n by 1 * l'.y (where < - - ,4
Van Driest(22 mol.fled thi; to account for the viscous 
sublayer close to the wall by considering Stokes flow (flow 
over an infinite plate oscillating sinusoidally to itself ._
Thus
1 - 0,4y (1,0- exp (- y/A)) ...|4.3.4
where A is a constant for a given streamwise location in the
boundary layer, defined as
25
4. 3 Formulation of Eddy Viscosity and Turbulent Prandt l_Nunber
To solve equations 4 1.1 and 4.1.2 it is necessary to relate 
the Reynolds shear stress, -pu'v' and the term -»-v H to 
mean velocity and enthalpy distributions respectively. The 
concept of eddy viscosity (c^ ) and eddy conductivity IAt) 15 
Introduced to relate the time-mean flucf-tLnc quantities to 
mean velocity and enthalpy distributions. The eddy viscosity 
and eddy conductivity are thus defined as follows:
c ■ - M  - - 14-3 -11
and can be related to each other as follows
X « — —  • • • I ^ . 3.2
t Pr
where Pr is the "turbulent Prandtl number".
As most authors have suggested, the eddy viscosity mode, 
within the boundary layer is divided into two regions, the 
inner (sublayer) region and outer (fully turbulent) region.
For the inner region the eddy viscosity is based on Prandti s 
mixing length theory;
o 1; ...4.3.3,
Gi :-y '
where 1, th' -1x1 length, if given by 1 «= l'.y (where < * -'4 
Van Driest(2- modified this to account for the viscous 
sublayer close to the wall by considering Stokes flow (flow 
over an infinite plate oscillating sinusoidally to itsei1)._
Thus
1 ■ 0 ,4y (1,0 - exp (- y/A)) ••• 4.3.4
where A is a constant for a given streamwise location in the
boundary layer, defined as
26
» . 26V (Tv/Pv )'i ...U-3-5.
The expression given by equation 4.3.4 was obtained by Van 
Driest for a flat plate flow with no mass transfer. Cebeci
(5) modified A to account for flows with pressure gradient 
and mass transfer. The damping constant, A + , resulting was 
written as
+ -1 (
A +  -  26 { - ( p + / v * )  1  e x p U l , 8 v J  - 1 , 0 ]  ♦  e x p ( l l , 8 v w ) } . .  , 4 . 2 . 6
where
♦ <JC v . + . „■* . .•■4.3..;
t ' - ■ £  ' vw V '  v
Upon substitution of equations 4.3.6 and 4.3.4 into equation
4 .3.3 the final form of the inner eddy-viscosity can be
written as
= C,16 y2 [l,0 - exp ( - y * / A * ) * ] ••• 4.3.8;
For the outer region a constant eddy viscosity is usee 
tc « Yue k*t ... 14.3 8;
where •, is K-ebancff's interm,ittency factor approximated by
= j  , r. * ' ,5 (y/ ' . ' ... 4.j . 1C
, le a constant with a value between 0,016 and 0,02 and as
such a value of 0,0168 will be used as suggested by Krieg (13)
Thus
C » 0,0168 u |6*| ••• 4.3.11
O C
The empirical equation describing the variation of turbulent 
Prandtl number through the boundary layer as suggested by 
Kays and Moffat (12) is to be usrd. The turbulent Prandtl
number is approximated as follows:
Prt = 1,43 - 0.17 (y*) ...'4 .3 .1 2 ,
and for Prt < 0,86 ; Prt - 0,86
4.4 Bounds Conditions
The following boundary conditions are to be applied during the 
solution of equations 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3;
lie i
y  -+■ CC
du
and u
u (x ,0 ) 0
V (x,0 ) 0 or with mass transfer ... |4.4.1
H (x,0 ) Hw
(x)
u (x,y) ue
(X)
V (x,y) 0 ...{4.4.2
n (x,y He
(X)
...{4.4.3
e dx p dx
_icat.cn of the Proi >tein-Eil- Ltt /Levy-Lees transformation
pu
dC - P VI u dx 1 dn =  ~T dY .. . 14. 5.1 ,
e e e (2C)'
and the definition of a dimensionless stream function f where
* * 2(C)‘ f(C>n) **• *'5.2
[which satisfies the continuity equation 4.1.3 as follows
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The empirical equation describing the variation of turbulent 
Prandtl number through the boundary layer as suggested by 
Kays and Moffat (12) is to be used. The turbulent Prandtl
number is approximated as follows:
1/4
... 14.3.12,
0,86
Pr^ = 1,43 - 0,17 (y )
and for Prt < 0,86 ; Prt
4.4 Boundary Conditions
The following boundary conditions are to be applied during the 
solution of equations 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3;
lie ;
\r •+ CC
and u
du 
_€
e dx
u (:: ,0 ) - 0
V (x,0) - ' or v
H (x,0 ) B (x) w
u (x,y) u (x) e
V (x.y) 0
H (x,y: H (x) e
w
14.4.1
.. |4.4.2
...14.4.3
Application of t Pro; itfeir.-Ell*ott h-_vy- Li, ;s transformation
pu
dC = P V u dx ; dn « r dy
c e (2C) ‘
... 14.5.1
and the definition of a dimensionless stream ‘unction f where
^ ■ 2(C)4 f(C?n) *** !4 -5 '2
'which satisfies the continuity equation 4.1.3 as follows
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3£ . r» • -(pv ♦ " )  ]
dy X
to the boundary layer equations 4.1.1 and 4 .1.2 gives the 
following transformed momentum and energy equations (See
Appendix A1 for the: details of the energy equation transfor­
mation) .
M-Mi '.t uni:
. + : ]' , f f  + / (  , - ( f ) \  f;'- f"
- : , VPr) (uyn^) (1 -1/Pr) f ' f"] i ' * fs ' -
i-.f I - • ;;fl |4’5 "4!
, . . . .  e; differentiation w.r.t. and
S  2 j  i , c  . - 2 K -  ••• !4,5-51; f' * rr~ t 9 = g -
e
. . .  -viscosity expression can
) •••" ' i "<p !- (Ai/26) ,y.
wh'
Ai (p/p.) . [ (2C) VUJ i Y J (p/p) dn ... 14.5.7
An<: in tiimen lonl": • form, th< expression for the outer 
eddy viscosity then become:
29
+
C =
J
r'OO
o(Pe/p) (i-f')dn] I
o
With the following boundary conditions in the C;' r j-an€
,5.8
At ; r
n = 0 ; f (C;0) = o or -1 (20 * (pwVw i / ;
J '4 c
lim
rj -* oe
f '(C;0) = 0
g(C;0) = Kw/He = gw
f ' (C;n) = 1 
g(C;n) c 1
.5.9
14.5.15
29
toe
[ u o V u j  i
With the following boundary conditions in tr.e C
c+ •= Y(P/Pe> 
o
At r
n - 0 ; f (C$0) * 0 or - 1 (2 0 ' J (pwvw)/ ::e'
f '(C;0) « 0
g(CiO) - h /h = gvw e  w
14 . 5. 8 ;
plane
Je) dC
|4.5.9,
lisi 
r, -
f '(C;n> » i 
g(C;n) «= 1
COMPUTATIONAL SOLUTION ^  TPF. MOMENTUM AND ENERGY EQUATIONS
Introduction
An implicit finite-difference method fcr solving equations
4 .5.3 and 4.5.4 is presented. The computer program to solve 
the momentum and energy equations includes transition from 
laminar to turbulent boundary layer flow, pressure gradient 
effects, transpiration and heat transfer for compressible 
flow about two dimensional geometries. Although transition 
is accounted for, the criteria for transition (ie critical 
x-direction Reynolds number)has to tepredetermined and then 
used as an input to the program.By compressible flow is meant 
th-t both density and viscosity variations through the boundary 
layer are accounted for as well as the variation of the 
specific heat (or molecular Prandtl number).
T.’.r.paricat.or. of Moment^r'- ryiat-cr
An additional transformation is introduced to be substituted 
into the momentum equation. The translated stream function 
a iS Used to improve the numerical computation.
Which when substituting 5.1.1 into 4. ._ gives 
[ c ( l ' + ($+n)4>" +6[(Pe/c) - (*')' - =
as [(*"+!) (fl') - (lf51
The Boundary Layer Equations in Finite Differeri_ce Fonr.
For the momentum equation v e streamwiso derivatives are 
replaced by three-point finite-difference formulas. A 
finite difference pattern in the shape of a horizontal T
involving three points in the £ direction and five points 
in the n direction is used. (See figure 5.1)
To completely linearize the momentum equation 5.2.2 it is 
assume*.' that certain terms are known from the previous 
iteration, that is,
[ c j l+ e * ) zr ] '  + ($c+n)<r ♦ 6 j P e/c)c - ro »' -
•  ♦ ; • • • ' 5 .3 .1 !
the subscript o indicating that the function has been 
obtained from a previous iteration.
The iteration process is initiated by equating the assumed 
value to that of the previous £ stations, and completed when 
_ 1 • ► ^ ,-*• 1 anr;rcaches that Of
(n-13
(n;i+2)
.in;i*l)
(n; i)
(n;i-l 
(n;i-2)
FIG S I  FINITE niFFFRFNCE MO1 ECDLE FOR THE _MOMENTUrl_ 
: EQ.UATI0N
i. - t
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The resulting finite difference equation is in the form
A , » , < , l C i^n,l*l Di**n-i»2 Ei * ' I - 15-3 '2 ’n; i-2 *i^n, i-l °i vn;i "n,i+l 
or in ir.atric f o m
{a } (4)} = B i « 3 t o i » N - 2  ! 5-3-31
(The complete form being presented by hreig •
For the energy equation a similar method is used except that 
only three points in the r direction are needed because the 
equation is second order. The final complete finite difference 
form which has t aen derived is as follows. (See Appendix A2 
for the complete derivation).
;i-lt*Pr/Frt), 1
0
.A.C<Cnii4l|/ P r > >  *pV ? r tlnilli;>A(en ; U -n1)
.2?n.A.a.V ! i i * « - V u i *  N -Cn.-i,‘ *
9«,i{ ( M ‘ ),Cn.i./rr) •1* (C<Pr/frtln ii = ^ B -A1Cn.-i-'c 'I'r)
[l*(c’*Pr/Prt)n;i_i ]
0
‘B-CICn!l., /',r>:i*lhpr/prt)nil,) 1, * V
0 0
e„ii.1((F-c -BnCn,lo/’>rl‘1*<C*''r/Pr‘,"'1.’*C -AICn.i-l/I,rl 
[l..(£*Pr/Ptt)n|i.i ]
o
/Pr)[l«(c*Pr/Prt)nil,i
d 6
t
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■l
o
*2En 'C 'lL' *n-1 ,• i+M' *n-1 ; i*N4’n i i11 "
25„ ^ li/ 1)II" en-JIi+M-en-l!l) *
A'Cn;i-i •'■«> [l-(l/K>;<*i,i.,*1’*;,1-;
C.Cni,t .CuyHe) [l-(l/PD] ••• i5-3-4 '
Lur.ring the coefficients into single constants reduces
e +c e +%. 6 . - S. (i*i denotes n-0) ••• 5.3.1
i nji-i i nji i n;i+i i
A system of linear simultaneous equations can be written 
starting with i - 2. If N is the number of n steps, a 
total of N - 2 equations can be set up (because 5.3.5 must 
end with N - 1). There are thus N unknowns and N - 2 
equations. Using boundary conditions 6^ and ^ c a n  be 
determined.
P ', * en-,g : * en „ , 2 ’ ° * °
*en n P . * * 0
... 0 ■ S2 
... 0 - S 3
0 * 0 4 e„,,P.4 en,.C / 6n,,R. • "  ° ' S-
P.. ♦»_ ♦ 6_.„ * SN-, I5 ’3’6
Because 6 is known it can be taken to the right hand 
n; i
side,ie .
A Q * e  R - S - 6 ^ P  * * * 15.3. <
n;2  ^? n;3 2 2 n;i 2
j t i
Since from the boundary conditions
lira 8(C;n) - 1 thus 6n;N - 1
n - *
thus equation N- 1 becomes
en;N-2'FN-l + ^njN-i^N-i " 0N-i V i  
The general equation may be stated
R {6} * (C) (i * 2 to N-l)
...15.3.8
...5.3.5
..5.3.10
The Finite Difference Grid and Finite Difference Molecule
To solve for * and 6 at station n, it is necessary to know 
the values of *, 6, and at stations n-2 and n-l.
Two initially generated profiles are therefore required to 
start the solution at the third station. The program then 
marches to the n+1 station and uses the n and n-l station 
value on the right hand side to solve the momentum and 
energy equations. The iteration procedure is based on the 
convergence of the momentum equations parameters and 
once this is obtained the energy equation is '.olved.
The step lengths normal to the wall are to increase from 
very small, near the wall in the region of rapid changes 
in velocity to a maximum at the outer edge of the boundary 
layer. Cebeci and Smith (6) suggested a grid of the
form
a y  - k .a v ,
is the general step lengtn, and for K 1, this step 
length is larger than the previous step. If the first
step length is h, the distance to the i grid point is
The program allows for the variation of the initial step 
length, h, as an input as well as accomodating the specifi­
cation of the factor K.
Thus the finite difference grid can be represented as follows
ni
—  !
(n; ij>
— 1 i 1 L >
Fin S ?  THE F:NI"F p'.FrrhENCE 7 A r 1 A B L £  S Y S T E M .
Discussion of Computational Procedure
Figure 5.3 gives the flow chart representing the computer 
program. As can be seen the program begins by generating 
the finite difference grid and calculating the free stream 
and wall boundary conditions. The option for laminar or 
turbulent flow then leads on to the generation of the two 
initial velocity and temperature profiles. The program then 
enters the main forward-step solution with the iteration 
procedure based on the convergence of 6* and

Initial Profiles
The distance along the flat plate is used as a criterion for
laminar or turbulent flow.
The laminar profiler are suggested from the equations given 
by Crimson (9).
Momentum
2 .
u
e
where
y(2-2y3 +y1 )>'(Ay)/6j (l-3y + 3y3 - yJ )
y * y/
T-T
e
T -Tw e
wr.ere
1 - 2nt + 2 ^ ’ - nj:
{t/c s (Pr)
... 5.
... 5.
and energy
... 5,
. . 5
- y/\
>1/3 ... ;5
The turbulent momentum profiles are generated, using Van 
Driest1s mixing length theory (22). This is similar to
equation 3.3.31 but is simplified by setting = 0 a n
thus the velocity can be written as follows:
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with the wall coefficient of friction C^., to be used to 
convert u+ to u/u , being evaluated from the following 
simplified equation
Cf = 0,0595/(Re^)°'2 ... 5.5.8
The turbulent enthalpy profiles generated are also according 
to Van Driest (32). He introduced the concept of a 
mixed Prand- 1 number Pr which contains both td^ e molecular 
and turbulent Prandtl numbers:
Pr =  ______
sn (y/Pr) * (C/Pr^)
Ttie enthalpy profile is given as fjliows
H(U.) = H(0)->(0)-l] [S(uw)/S(l) 'f(uVHe) { [s (uw) R (1)/S (1) ]-R (uw) }
...|5.5.9i
where
H = ue * u/u ... ,5.5.10
The functions S(u,) and R(u,) were given as
S(u#) = I Pr^.oxp[- | (1-Pr^ (d", )e du# ... '5.5.11,
T(0)
F Pr . ex;[- j ( ] j exr ' L 1-Pr^) (dl/T)" du^i
0 1(c) ' ^
• J m - 'idu-
T(r)
... 15.5.12
where
du
(y+c) ™  » 1-exp[l-(tc/v^f72) (1-u,)] ... |5.5.13;
and the final integrals are as follows
S(l)
1 T
= | Pr .exp - j (1 - Pr^)(Ut/ t )]du^
V T(0)
..15.5.14
R(l)
r  f r *  r  1
[ Prr .cxp[- j (1-Pr. ) (dT/T)] ■ j exp j (KPr^)(d:/:)|duJou.
1 t (o) o r(o)
. ;5.5.15|
Fluid Pronerta es
Air is treated as a perfect g a s  and the fluid properties y 
and are assumed to be functions of specific enthalpy only , 
hr specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure, Cp , being 
•.umed tc be a function of total enthalpy. Tne viscosity 
obtained from Sutherland's law expressed as
E X P E R I M E N T A L  A?PAK~.T".~ /VH') P R O C E D U R E
Introduction
The object of the experiment was to obtain a nurrn- r 
mean temperature profiles on a porous flat plat- priced, 
by a solid flat plate. The temperature of the coolant was 
also measured so to determine the heat tran : . throuqn *ae
porous plate. Ar. existing wind tunnel used by Krieg :
was modified to suit the requirements for the exper me: t .
The Kind Tunnel
The wine tunnel used was of the open circuit type being driven 
by a Sir.rocco centrifugal fan which in turn was driven by a 
22 kW Siemens A C induction motor. The tunnel flow-rat-, 
could be adjusted by varying the opening of a trap doci ust 
after the fan through which air could be extracted fr<- the 
system. The mains treat air was then lead to the w 
section through a series of duct: nsisting or a difiut.-,
settling chamber ! contraction. Honeycomb sections 
straightened the flow in the settling chamber region.
Just aft of the diffuser region the modification t -h* 
tunnel took place. Fifteen electrical heater element: each
across the widest section of the tunnel.
were independently c o n n e c t e d  to the m a i n  laboratory electrical 
supply thus the option ex is tec. of being able to vary the 
mainstream crosswise temperature profile by switching on 
certain heater elements. There heater elements wore abl 
to heat the mainstream air to a maximum o i  -31 °C at a free- 
stream velocity of approximately 5 m/s. At the maximum, 
freestream velocity of 15 m/s the heated air had a temperature 
of approximately 32°C.
The working section consists of a rectangular section 209 x 
496 mm with the side walls of perspex, the upper and lower 
(solid) walls of aluminium. The lower wall consists of a 
porous insert, of sintered bronze, which preceded by a 
797 mo flat plate section with a boundary layer bleed 
installed below it so as to allow for a uniform velocity 
distribution in front of the plates leading ecge.
Figure 6.1 gives a view of the tunnel working section and 
instrumentation during the experiments.
FIGURE 6.1: WIND TUNNEL WORKING SECTION AND INSTRUKEN
A traversing mechanism, which holds the probe, is mounted 
above the working section on a 4 degree of freedom rig, with 
the probe arm passing tr gh a slit in the upper wall down 
to the lower plate surface. Figure 6.2 shows the reversing 
mechanism in more detail.
FIG'JF.E 6.2 : TRAVERSING MECHANISM WITH PROBE HOLDER AND
PROBE ABOVE AT THE WORKING SECTION
cu
k
Mc ^ mrenents of both velocity and temperature were carried 
thus a doufcl- hat wire probe had to be used and as the 
,ts of velocity and t* .pcrature measurement had to ue as 
close as possible the probe had to be mounted on the probe 
holder as shown on figure 6.3. This resulted in the 
biggest drawback of the successful measurement of turbulent 
temperature profiles as the probe could not be brought 
closer than 1 mm to the wall. As this is the region wher?
most changes, especially velocity,take place, the experimental 
results obtained were not completely satisfactory.
FIGURE 6.3: PROBE MOUNTED IN PROBE HOLDER ABOVE POROUS PLATE
The table below gives the stations, over the porous section 
where the profiles were measured, and their coordinates 
(the porous section began at x - 0,797 m and encea at
x e 1,097 m)
TABLE 6.1: — ^  WHICH TEMPERATURE_PBOFILES_ WERE
STATION DISTANCE FROM LEADING 
EDGE <m)
1 0,647
2 0,897
3 0,947
4 0,997
5 1 ,047
At each one of these stations thermocouples were inserted 
into the porous plate from the bottom to fit flush with 
the pla i upper surfaces. These thermocouples gave the 
wall temperature which could be read, off a digital (NKC)
_
thermometer. The temperature,pressure and flowrate of the 
coolant air was also measured, this air being supplied to 
the flat plate via a plenum chamber from the laboratories
compressed air supply.
The wind tunnel free stream velocity and temperature were 
monitored with a pitot static tube and thermocouple 
respectively, these can be seen in figure 6.4 positioner 
in front and above the probe so as not to disturb tr.e 
boundary layer to be measured by the probe.
FIGURE 6.4 : WQP.~ I*."’ SECTION, COOLING ElENUr. CHAX5ER
(BELOW) AND MAINSTREAM PRO!EE
Hot Wire Anemonetry
If a hot wire is placr ' in a flow, the heat flux from the 
wire is expressed as the following equation by King's law
where I is the current flowing through the wire with re^ista.
of R (at ambient conditions) 
w
E is the potential difference across the wire at zero 
o
flow to neat it to ambient conditions 
K is a constant 
u ♦' 2 flow velocity
n an exponent (approximately equal to 0,5)
T the hot wire temperature 
hw
T the flow temperature (or ambient temperature a^ 
a
zero flow)
The heat flux is p-oportional to both the flow velocity and 
temperature, so a dual probe (Disa type L5 E 30) was used.
The thin hot wire probe was used to measure the heat flu< 
predominantly effected by the velocity of the flow and the 
thermistor '■•ire ceil to measure the heat flux predominantly 
effected by the flow temperature. It was found that the 
flow velocity affected the thermistor reading, and visa versa 
with, the vot wire, thus it was necessary to carry out the 
calibrate! of the probe in the wind tunnel for various 
known flow velocities and temperatures once the hot wire 
had been initially calibrated in a rig to simulate flow 
vel -cit’/ t constan* temperature.
Th‘ hot 'tire was calibrated in a Disa type SIC?: calibration 
ti:. - f t :  r- ccr.troi unit, a
Nozzle unit and a 55D-16 Pressure converter. A free air 
jet is produced by the nozzle unit, the velocity of which 
is controlled by the pressure control unit and measured 
-by the pressure converter. The probe is placed in the free 
jet and as such can be accurately calibrated for Any flow
velocity.
The probe was controlled by a Disa type 55D01 Anemometer 
unit which supplies electric current to the prole which
4 5
where I is vhe current flowing through the wire with re_ista
of R (at ambient conditions) 
w
E is the potential difference across the wire at zero 
o
flew to heat it to ambient conditions 
K is a constant 
U the flow velocity
n an exponent (approximately equal to 0,5)
T the hot wire temperature 
hw
T the flew temperature (or ambient temperature av 
' a
zero flow)
The heat flux is proportional to both the flow velocity and 
temperature, sc a dual probe (Disa type 55 E 30) was used. 
The thin hot wire probe was used to measure the heat flux 
predominantly effected by the velocity of the flow a-d the 
thermistor wire coil to measure the heat flux predominantly 
effected by the flow temperature. It wa found that the 
flow velocity affected the thermistor reading, and visa versa 
with the hot wire, t us it w, necessary to carry out the 
calibration of the probe in the win: tunnel for varwus 
known flow velocities and temperatures once the hot -ire 
had been initially calibrated in rig to simulate rlov; 
velocity at constant temperature.
V
Th hot ire was cali rat. ! in a Disa type :'C'C calibration
rig sir . t.n of . 55L4- i ■ c,r. Control unit, a SSD4:
Nozzle unit and a 5SD46 Pressure- converter. A free air 
jGt is produced by the nozzle unit, the velocity of which 
is controlled by the pressure control unit and measured 
by the pressure converter. The probe is placed in the free
jet and as such can be accurately calibrated fox any flow
velocity.
The probe was controlled by a Disa type 55D01 Anemometer 
unit which supplies electric current to the probe which
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heats the wire to a desired temperature. The temperature 
is kept virtually constant by a servo control system (or
D C amplifier) which balances v -'.watstone bridge of which 
the probe forms part of one side of the bridge. The instan­
taneous value of the electric power applied may the.-af.-rs 
be assumed to equal the instantaneous thermal loss to the 
surroundings which in this case is dependent on the flew 
velocity.
Because the output voltage tf the anemometer unit is a 
nonlinear function of the flow velocity, use is made of a 
Disa 55D10 Linearizer which can automatically linearize 
the anemometer output electronically. The linearized 
output is fed to a Hewlett Packard Digital voltmeter with 
the gain on the output so that the voltage read out can be 
directly related to velocity, ie, 10 m/s is equal to 10 volts
etc.
FIGURE 6.5 D ISA TYPE 55D90 CALIBRATION RIG WITH COMPRESSED 
AIR SUPPLY
The temperature of a hot wire, hot film or thermistor can 
be measured indirectly by balancing the Wheatstone bridge 
of an Anemometer unit, one arm cf. which consists of the probe. 
This is performed by varying the resistance of the adjacent 
arm of the bridge until bridge balance is obtained. The 
resulting varied re*.stance is then proportional to the probet 
temperature (or resistance 'n the case of a thermistor).
The thermistor leads of the dual probe were thus connected 
to a Disa type 55DC1 Anemometer unit and the bridge balanced 
in the temperature measurement mode by varying the bridge 
resistance.
Experimental Procedure
The hot wire was calibrated in the Disa rig as describes 
above before the wind tunnel was set into operation. Care 
had to be taken that the anemometer unit and linearizer 
were not witched off whilst transferring the probe from 
the calibration rig to the wind tunnel.
The wind tunnel was then started up by first switching on
the fan with the by oasf trap door open which was closed to 
the desired setting cncf the electric motor had reached full 
sreed. Next the electric heaters were switched on so as to 
heat up t.,e rainstrcm. Approximately n hour had to be
all: .v- : : t.. tunnel ' 3T raturc tv- ,\ubili** due to heat 
convection to and conduction through the tunnel walls.
Because of the long set up times and large power consumption 
of the tunnel, only nine runs were performed during which 
time temperature profiles and other parameters were measured.
The complete probe could now be calibrated in the wind tunnel 
by measuring the hot wire effectiv- velocity (as this was 
previously calibrated for constant temperature flow) and 
thermistor resistance for various free stream flow velocities
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and temperatures which were monitored by the pitot static 
tube and thermocouple as shown in figure 6.4.
The calibration curve obtained is shown in Appendix Cl
Temperature profiles were then measured at five stations 
along the porous plate during which time free stream and 
coolant flow parameters were also monitored. The main­
stream flow velocity being measured with a pitot static tube 
connected to a water manometer and a free stream tempe­
rature with a thermocouple connected to a NKC thermometer as 
were the thermocouples embedded in the porous plate.
Coolant flowrate was measured by taking the di:ierentiei 
pressure across an orifice plate in the compresses air 
supply pipe. The plenum chamber pressure was also 
monitored on the digital Furness manometer connected to a 
pressure tapping in the chambers side. The coolant flow 
plenum chamber temperature was also measured with a thermo­
couple connected to the thermometer which could accomodate 
thirteen channels . ,th each reading being available at the 
push of that particular channels switch.
Free,;*.: 2: flow ve locities varied from 4,95 m/s to 14,r.- a/s 
with corresponding temperat.re; cf 44,95°C and 31,C::C 
r, -actively. The blowing fraction F was varied frcn 
0,C ' t- a mix:-.-, o' - ' ? tA* f-' -- velccit-
cf ximat ly 1 r a: 1 t . . rotate of 4 j (tee Appenuix
for experimental results).
E X P E R IM E N T A L  AP P A R A TU S  FP.OK L E F T  TC P I C H .
HEWITT PACKARD DIGITAL VOLTMETER
DISA 55D01 ANEMOMETER UNIT (CONNECTED TO 
THERMIS POR)
TOP: DIE A 55D01 AN EM METER UNIT ICC* C.i... .0
HOT WIRE)
BCTTOMs DI.'A r»5D! . LINEARIEFP. UN j.«
FURNESS DIGITAL MANOMETER 
WATER MANOMETER (FLOW VELOCITY)
MERCURY MANOMETER (COOLANT r LOWRATE)
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DISCUSSION OF E X P E R I M E N T A L  RESULTS^AHD_C , T U T E R  P R E D I C T I O N S
.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
This section will be divided in four parts: the experimental
results, the comparison of the experimental results with those 
predicted by the computer program, the comparison of some of 
Mickley et al (17) results with those predicted by the 
program, and finally the heat transfer or Stanton number 
prediction of the experimental results by the program.
The modification of the wind tunnel,-y inserting electric 
heater elements vertically across the width of the wind 
tunnel downstream of the diffuser, was net completely success- 
ful Initially only nine heater elements were installed
across the widest section of the tunnel upstream of the flow 
straichteners.
CUSS
HEATER ELEMENTS
FIG 7 1 r p n ^ r m o : ]  O F WIND TUNNEL AT STATION OF H E A D E R  
: ■ ELEMENTS.
As can be seen frcn the figure above, which indicates the 
location of the heaters, this section is not symmetrical.
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The middle heater element had to be installed off centre so 
as to clear the reinforcing gusset on the outer wind tunnel 
surface. This resulted in an uneven spanwise temperature 
distribution at the working section of the wind tunnel 
(even though the spanwise velocity distribution was uniform). 
The spanwise temperature distribution peaked at two locations, 
each close to the side walls, with a trough of minimum 
temperature at the working section centre line. The 
was also skewed as can be expected from the above heater 
element arrangement.
To overcome th.s five additional heaters were installed to 
firstly correct the uneven temperature profile as well as 
raising the overall free stream temperature. The additional 
elements were installed in the central region and are shown 
below by dotted lines.
ADDITIONAL HEATERS
100
FIG. 7 2 FINAL HEATER ELEMENT ARRANC£.‘1EN~
This resulted in a more symmetric arrangement although 
the problem of a minimum temperature at the working 
section still persisted. This is obvious from the
observation that by adding the additional heaters, the two 
regions adjacent to the centre section have closer spaced 
elements. The results of a temperature traverse of this 
final arrangement is g'ven in figure 7.3. Although this 
situation is not completely acceptable, it was felt that 
meaningful results could be obtained by assuming the flow 
to be two-dimensional. This is not unrealistic, as 
initial vertical temperature measurements (without blowing) 
once the wind tunnel had been running for approximately one 
hour, showed that the profile was uniform in this direction. 
The tunnel walls and free stream temperatures were almost 
the sane,le, the tunnel was in thermal equilibrium.
The maximum free stream temperature obtained, at a flow 
velocity of 5 m/s, was 45eC. At the maximum free stream 
velocity of 15 m/s the heated air at the working section 
centreline was approximately 32°C.
For the experimental results, flow over a flat plate, with 
little density (or viscosity) variations across the boundary 
layer resulted. However, provision has been made for the 
computer program to handle two-dimensional, or a:;isymmetric 
flow with variation of fluid properties across the boundary 
layer with an imposed pressure gradient.
Exr - r : r ~ : - r
Temperature Profiles
The summary of the experimental results obtained for the 
nine runs is given in table 7.1. These runs are divided 
into three groups according to the flow conditions. The 
criteria used for this grouping is similar free stream 
velocity and temperature, with each croup being represented 
by increasing blowing rate at the porous wall. The first
5D-0Z GC'i! C S ’C
[3 D3D)3ynidU2clN3.L
group represents free stream flow velocity o 14,9- m/s 
and free stream temperature of approximately 33 C for 
which three runs of increasing blowing rate were carried 
out for which temperature profiles were measured. The 
next four runs are for a free stream flow velocity of 
10,85 m/s and free stream flow temperature of a p p r o x i m a t e l y  
4 0 ‘C. The final two runs were for flow velocity and tempera 
ture of approximately 5 m/s and 45 C respectively.
The data points for each experimental run are shown on 
graphs 7. 4 through 7.12. Linear axes are used so as tc 
represent the profiles in their actual form (the discussion 
of the profile will be dealt with when considering semi- 
logarithmic plots of the profiles in the next section).
All the profiles obtained at the five measuring stations 
are superimposed on one. another so as to illustrate the 
development of the thermal boundary layer of the porous 
section of the flat plate. Each profile being represented 
by a different symbol on the graphs plotted.
Appendix D1 contains the full set of experimental results 
obtained durinc the nine runs.
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TABLE 7.1 S U M M A R Y  OF  E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S
EXPERIMENT
RUN
u
OO
( m / s )
T»
(°C)
Vw
( m / s )
F To
°C
1 14,95 33,01 0,064 25,00
0,00428 24,5
2 14,95 -3,14 0,066 23,64
0,00589 23,0
•5 14,95 34,10 0,113 23,05 0,00756 22,9
4 10,85 39,02 0,064 26,50
0,00590 26,3
5 10,85 39,21 0,088 26,25
0,00811 26,1
6 10,85 39,54 0 , 1 1 2 26,13
0,01032 26,0
7 10,80 40,01 0,128 25,89
0,01185 25,7
8 4,95 44,89 0 , 0 2 1 26,12
0,00424 25,5
9 5,01 44,95 0,045 25,95
0,00849 25,5
k e y  T ,  e y : : r  c r  f i o v - e s  . 4   '• ■
r+rr* » rr*-T '
SYM BOL S w -.T IO N
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A
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7.2.2 Serai-Loaarithmic Temperature Profile/
The temperature profiles obtained were alto p.ot^ed 
so called "inner layer" coordinates with the lower axis in 
logarithmic form. These coordinates are used so as to 
investigate the similarity of the profiles due to constant 
free stream velocity and temperature with constant blowing.
As can be seen from these graphs (figs 7.13 through 7.21) it 
is only possible to measure the outer region or fully 
turbulent region, of the thermal boundary layer,and as 
such only outer layer similarity will be ab.e to me 
investigated.
The first three figures (7.13, 7.14 and 7.15) can be considered 
together. In all these three runs the free stream velocities 
and temperatures were approximately the same, ie 14,95 m/s 
and 33a C ,  with increasing blowing.
Outer layer similarity is only evident in the last four 
profiles measured during run 1 (fig 7.13) which is most 
p r o b a b l y  due to the step change in blowing from .he unblown 
flat plate to the porous section. The boundary layer does 
not seem to have fully adjusted to this blowing condition 
during the first 100 mm of the porous section after which
a similar situation results but ut to the increased blowing 
the boundary layer seems to have settled down in a shorter 
distance along the porous section. For a blowing rate of 
F * 0,0076 the boundary layer settles down before the first 
measuring station (at 50 mm from the leading ed-e of the 
porous section). As mentioned by Kays and Moffat (12) 
the temperature profiles have significant scatter when plotted 
on semi-log coordinates using the dimensionless quantities
t+ and y+ where
This scatter car. be explained by the fact that t induces 
both C /2 and St and thus inherently has more scatter than 
u+ velocity profiles that are only dependent on the shear 
velocity U. (u* = u/UT,UT - ' u T o  )
The next four figures, 7.15 to 7.18, represent runs of 
10 m/s free stream velocity and 40'C free stream temperature 
at increasing blowing rates for each run. Similarity cf 
the profiles is evident in all these runs suggesting that 
the slower free stream velocity and nlgher temperature 
difference between the free stream and the porous wall 
enhances the idea of equilibrium profiles. There is a 
certain amount of scatter amongst the profiles but not as 
much as for the first three runs. All the profiles being 
the same could also mean that the boundary layer adjustoc 
to flow conditions before the first station of measurement. 
The flow beinc slower than the initial three runs, mcst 
probably gave the boundary layer more time to settle down 
before measurements were taken. Nevertheless the adjustment 
of the boundary layer to blc-ing conditions in tne first ^ 
three runs is felt to be acceptable as Kays and Moffat (12: a 
reported adjustment of the boundary layer to a step change 
in blowing to take approxlr-cly 100 nr.. These observations 
w e n  ca .e b : -. -fin7 - - -= t r a r r ' e r  coefficient or
Stanton number variation ever a step change in blowing, 
from no blowing, F - 0, to blowing of F * 0,004.
Unlike the profiles presented by Kays and Moffat, which 
showed more scatter towards the edge of the boundary layer, 
the profiles presented so far have shown little if no 
scatter at the edge of the boundary layer. Most of the 
uncertainty being observed to occur at the beginning of 
the outer turbulent region. The inner region of the 
boundary layer unfortunately was not sufficiently
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investigated so as to make any meaningful observations.
The general trend of all the profiles measured as repre­
sented on the following figures agrees with those presented 
by Kays and M.ffat. The outer region of the thermal 
boundary layer shows a linear upward trend with a slight 
upsweep of the profile points at the edge of the boundary 
layer followed by a levelling off of the points at the 
extremities. Once again the parabolic nature of the inner 
region can not be commented on as not enough points were 
obtained in this region.
The final cwo figures, 7.19 and 7.20, are for the runs of 
minimun free stream velocity and maximum free stream 
temperature. These two runs display very good similarity 
of the fully turbulent region, with only slight scatter 
of the data points as measured.
The profiles obtained during these two runs also showed 
outer region linear variation as well as the slight 
deviation from this linear trend at the edge of the
boundary layer.
When air is the working fluid of both the mainstream and 
coolant flow, the values of Prandtl number and Turbulent 
Prandtl number are both near unity, especially at the 
beginning of the fully turbulent region. Thus it can be 
expected that u+ and t+ would be similarly distributed 
within the boundary layer in a constant velocity flow 
(which exhibits velocity profile similarity). It is 
reasonable to expect t+ to vary like u* within the 
boundary layer.
If throughout the boundary layer the normalised velocity 
and temperature profiles are assumed to be completely 
similar, :.e :
then from the definition of u* end t* (equation 7.2.1) the
Thu3 the temperature profile can be approximated as proportional 
to the velocity profile for constant free stream velocity and
temperature.
 -------   of Experimental Pe-ults with Computer Program
Predictions
Once the experimental results were obtained the computer 
program was employed so as to predict the measured flow
situation.
The main stream and coolant flow parameters were used as 
inputs to the program, so that the flow conditions as 
measured and as predicted would have the same boundary 
conditions. The parameters used were free stream velocity,
^  ? free stream temperature T,; wall temperature, 
coolant flow velocity out of the wall, v ^  and the flow 
static pressure over the flat plate, p. The free stream 
flow parameters remained constant over the full length of 
the flat plate, however, the wall temperature and coolant 
flow velocity had to be adjusted at the beginning of the 
porous section. The wall temperature dropped from that of 
the free stream temperature (as the tunnel was in thermal 
equilibrium after running for approximately one hour) to 
the temperature as measured by the embedded thermocouples 
in the porous section. The blowing rate varied from no 
blowing to that as set by the coolant flow system at the 
beginning of the porous section and then reduced to no 
blowing at the end of the porous section.
then from the definition of u* and t* (equation 7.2.1) the
Thua the temperature profile can be approximated as proportional 
to the velocity profile for constant free stream velocity and
temperature.
7.3 romnar.son of Experimental Results with Computer Program
Predictions
Once the experimental results were obtained the computer 
program was employed so as to predict the measured flow 
situation.
The main stream and coolant flow parameters were used as 
inputs to the program, so that the flow conditions as 
measured and as predicted would have the same boundary 
conditions. The parameters used were free stream velocity,
^  , free stream temperature T^; wall temperature, 
coolant flow velocity out of the wall, v /  and the flow 
static pressure over the flat plate, p. t h e  free stream 
flow parameters remained constant over the full length of 
the flat plate, however, the wall temperature and coolant 
flow velocity had to be adjusted at the beginning of the 
porous section. The wall temperature dropped from that of 
the free stream temperature (as the tunnel was in thermal 
equilibrium after running for approximately one hour) to 
the temperature as measured by the embedded thermocouples 
in the porous section. The blowing rate varied from no 
blowing to that as set by the coolant flow system at the 
beginning of the porous section and then reduced to no 
blowing at the end of the porous section.
Chen from the definition of u* and t* (equation 7.2.1) the
Thus the temperature profile can be approximated as proportional 
to the velocity profile for constant free stream velocity and 
temperature.
Comparison o f Experimental Results with Computer Program
Predictions
once the experimental results were obtained the computer 
program was employed so as to predict the measured flow
situation.
The main stream and coolant flow parameters were used as 
inputs to the program, so that the flow conditions as 
measured and as predicted would have the same boundary 
conditions. The parameters used were free stream velocity, 
free stream temperature T„; wall temperature, T y  
coolant flow velocity out of the wall, v^; and the flow 
static pressure over the flat plate, p. The ee stream 
flow parameters remained constant over the full length of 
the flat plate, however, the wall temperature and coolant 
flow velocity had to be adjusted at the beginning of the 
porous section. The wall temperature dropped from that of 
the free stream temperature (as the tunnel was in thermal 
equilibrium after running for approximately one hour) to 
the temperature as measured by the embedded thermocouples 
in the porous section. The blowing rate varied from no 
blowing to that as set by the coolant flow system at the 
beginning of the porous section and then reduced to no 
blowing at the end of the porous section.
A total of eleven profiles were calculated at the following 
x-stations: 0,547, 0,597, 0,047, 0,697, 0,747, 0,797, 0,84,, 
0,897, 0,947; 0,997; 1,047. This gave an even spacing for 
the forward step solution that the program used. The 
initial points had to be moved rearward, to xi = 
xz . 0,65 etc, for the runs at the slowest free stream 
velocity so as to satisfy the solution of only turbulent 
boundary layer flow. The option of transition from lam.'.ai 
to turbulent flow was not used in the following predictions, 
as transition could not be predicted. Six profiles 
were computed before the porous section, and measuring 
stations. These were adequate in that any irregularities 
that may have been introduced, especially in the generation 
of the initial two profiles to start the computational 
procedure, would be smoothed out by the time the profiles 
to be predicted had been reached computationally.
Figure 7.22 gives the comparison between the experimental 
and computational results for run 1 where the main stream 
flow velocity is 14,95 m/s and temperature is 33"C with a 
wall temperature of 25’C at a blowing rate of 0,064 m/s.
The program is able to predict the transition of the profiles 
from unblown to blown wall conditions as can be seen by 
the change in the shape of the porfile especially in the 
outer turbulent region. The flr,t three profiles are 
accurately predicted whereas the last two profiles predicted 
by the program tend to indicate a larger deficit of the 
profiles as measured in the region of transition from the 
inner sub-layer to the outer fully turbulent region. The 
slope of the curve at the wall corresponds to the slope of 
a line between the first two measuring points, this indicates 
that the heat transfer rate to the wall can be predicted 
computationally. The prediction of the edge of 
the thermal boundary layer for all five stations correspond
well to those measured during the experimental procedure
The prediction of the profiles resulting from similar main 
stream conditions but with an increase in blowing rate, to 
0,088 m/s giving a wall temperature of 23,649C,are shown 
in figure 7.23. For this case the first two profiles were 
predicted whereas the final three profiles the program 
prediction showed a deficit in the lower fully 
trubulent region, after which the profiles cross, and the 
program prediction bulges beyond the measured points.
The heat transfer, or slope at the wall, and edge of the 
thermal boundary layer as predicted by the program corres­
pond to the measured profiles.
For the final run, figure 7.24 at a free stream velocity of 
14,95 m/s with the following flow parameters: free stream 
temperature 34,1'C; wall temperature 23,0»C and a blowing 
rate of 0,113 a/s the correlation between the measured ana 
predicted results is good for all five profiles. This 
seems to suggest that flows of high flow velocities are 
more accurately predicted by the program. This observation 
is more evident when considering the rest of the runs as 
illustrated by figures 7.25 through 7.30.
By decreasing the free stream flow velocity to 10,85 m/s 
and increasing the free stream temperature to 39,0°C the 
profiles calculated, although satisfactory, did not 
correspond to the measured points in the region close to 
the wall. The theoretical prediction of the heat 
transfer rate to the wall is thus less than the actual 
measured value. This is illustrated in figure 7.25 where 
the wall temperature resulting was 26,5 "C with a blcwing
rate of 0,064 m/s.
Figure 7.26 gives ihe prediction for similar flow conditions 
except that the blowing rate is increased to 0,088 m/s.
Here the lack of correspondence between predicted and 
measured results is more evident especially in the latter 
profiles where the computational procedure is not able to
predict the effect of the increased blowing on the inner 
thermal boundary layer. However, the outer layer predic­
tions correspond to the measured 'esults.
As the blowing rate increases this inaccuracy of the 
prediction of the profiles close to the wall, resulting 
in lower predicted heat transfer rates, increases as 
illustrated in figure 7.27. For a flow velocity of 
10,85 m/s and temperature of 39,54«C the blowing rate is 
increased to 0,112 m/s to give a wall temperature of 26,13°C. 
The initial profiles predicted correspond with the measured 
results at the first stations, the shortcoming of the program 
to accurately predict the final profiles could be attributed 
to either the effect the blowing rate has on the complete 
solution of the profiles (where the largest effect would oe 
on the region closest to the wall) or the effect the blowing 
rate has on the turbulent Prandtl number. The turbulent 
Prandtl number is modelled according to investigations 
carried out on a blown boundary layer but, similar to the 
shortcomings of these experimental results, insufficient 
data is available as to the behaviour of the turbulent 
Prandtl number close to the wail. The iffeet of varying 
the turbulent Prandtl number significantly effects the pre­
diction of the profiles in the region closest to the wall 
and as such the turbulent Prandtl number variation closest 
to the wall should be further investigated.
As the free stream flow velocity is decreased, and the free 
stream temperature and blowing rate increased as in the flows 
represented in figures 7.27 through 7.30 this inaccuracy at 
the wall becomes more pronounced. However, the prediction 
of the outer boundary layer is more accurate, the height of 
the predicted boundary layer corresponding to the height of 
the measured boundary layer.
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7.4 Comparison of Micklev, Ross, Squyers and Stewart Results (17) 
with Those Predic:_ceg the Comp ler Program
An attempt wa. nade to predict the experimental results as 
reported by Mickley et al (17) in their report on the 
heat, mass and momentum transfer for flow over a flat plate 
with blowing. Unfortunately only one set of experimental 
_3ta, resulting from run H-l7a, was able to be adequately 
predicted by the computer program. Several sets of data 
were however, investigated but the predictions o f  these 
experimental runs is felt to be unsatisfactory.
The validity of this data has been questioned uy the author" 
themselves in an erratum attached to the beginning of the 
report. Mention is only made of erroneous local friction 
coefficient in the order of 15 to 30 percent, with no mention 
of the heat transfer characteristics. The data reported in 
this technical note was so comprehensively documented that 
it was possible to use the boundary conditions presented as 
inputs to the current computer program so as to predict the 
final reported temperature profiles. Due to the lack of any 
other documented data points these results were used 
although not much emphasis should be placed on the program’s 
ability or inability to predict these results.
A similar method of drawing up the inputs to the program was 
used as described in the previous section on the prediction 
of the present experimental results. The free stream flew 
parameters and wall coolant flow parameters were used.
Eleven profiles were generated by the program with the 
final five representing the actual measured profiles. The 
initial profiles being used once again to allow for any 
irregularities to be smoothed out by the implicit finite 
difference scheme. As stated earlier the porous wall was 
electrically heated and thus an inverse temperature 
gradient resulted, which the program is able to predict
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FIGURE 7.31 - COMPARISON OF MICKLEY ET AL RESULTS RUN H-17a WITH THE COMPUTED RESULTS
provided a few internal adjustments are made, mainly to the 
definition of the dimensionless temperature (T - TM/CT^- 
that appears throughout the program. Coolant flow is 
provided for the full length of the flat plate thus a wa]1 
temperature and coolant flow velocity transition point. <■- - 
not have to be incorporated. However, the initial two 
profiles that are generated separately from the finite 
difference scheme can not accomodate wall blowing and a:, 
such it is hoped that this irregularity is accounted for 
by the time the profiles to be predicted are reached 
computationally and spatially.
Figure 7.31 gives the comparison of the profiles generated by the 
orogram to those as measured by Mickley and his co-workers.
For all the profiles good correlation is evident at the 
wall, meaning that the heat transfer rate to the wall 
should correspond in both c  es. The edge or the thermal 
boundary layer as predictsi also corresponds to the 
measured points, however, the profile is "over predict 
in the fully turbulent region ie the predicted profile 
bulges past the measured points.
For the unsuccessful predictions this 'over prediction 
far more pronounced and the edge of the boundary does no 
correspond for the predicted and measured results. The 
results of these attempts are illustrated in Appendix r .
Prediction -Jtanton Num-^r Va notion with Reynolds 
Number Acrosu the Porous Plate
The program was also used to predict the heat transfer rate 
or flow s u m  Lon number to the wall at the various measuring 
stations. Although it was not possible to obtain tempera­
ture profile measurements closer than 1 mm to the wall, so 
as to experimentally determine the heat transfer from the 
mainstream flow, meaningful observation can be made as to the
general trend of the program predictions.
Figure 7. 32 gives the Stanton number variation with Reynolds 
number for the first three «.uns at che maximum free stream 
velocity and free stream temperature of approximately 3 ^ ° C .  
Firstly the effect of blowing (increasing F) is evident in 
that the heat transfer rate to the wall is decreased. The 
observation can be made, when considering the logarithmic 
profiles in section 7.2.2 that the variation of Stanton number 
with Reynolds number for this flow situation is hyperbolic 
in nature. This suggests a transition region once blowing 
has commenced before the thermal boundary layer settles down 
to an equilibrium state.
Once again the effect of increasing blowing is evident for 
the following four runs in figure 7. 33 where the free stream 
conditions were approximately constant. For these runs, as 
noted earlier, the thermal boundary layer was in equilibrium 
over all the five measuring stations and thus a linear 
variation of Stanton number with Reynolds number results.
For figure 7. 34 the same observation can be made for the 
logarithmic profiles presented for the final two runs,where 
equilibrium profiles resulted for minimum free stream 
velocity and maximum free stream temperature.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Experimental Results
Nine experimental runs were performed, during which temperature 
profiles were obtained at the five measuring stations. These 
experimental runs were carried out once the wind tunnel haa 
been recommissioned and modified by placing heater elements 
la the main stream flow. The addition of the heaters did 
not result in a uniform temperature distribution across the 
working section, however, the unblown temperature profiles 
normal to the flat plate were uniform and thus the approxima­
tion of twn dimensional flow was made.
The experimental runs were divided into three sections 
depending on that run's particular free stream velocity.
Ihe free stream velocities measured were approximately 
14, 95  m/s, 1 0 , 8 5  m / s  and 5,00 m/s with the blowing fraction 
-• varying from 0, 0 0 4 2 4  to 0 , 0 1 1 8 5 .  The maximum free stream 
cemperaturv recorded was 44, 9 5 °  with a corresponding wall 
temperature of 2 5 , 9 5 ° C  (19°C temperature difference). At 
the maximum free stream velocity of 14,9b m/s the free stream 
temperature was 3 3 , 0 1 ° C  and wall temperature was 25,00°C.
The measured temperature profiles we e presented on li.viar 
and s e m i-logarithmic axes. The presentation of the profiles 
on the linear axes gave an indication as to the turbulent 
shape of the profiles. At the high free stream velocity 
the transition of the flow (as it adjusts to blowing) is 
evident in that the profiles seem to be adjusting over the 
first few measuring stations, to equilibi ium or similar 
profiles. This is more evident when considering the profiles 
plotted on the serai logarithmic axes where the similarity is 
verified when the plotted points for the liiferent profile 
fall on top of one another. Similarity of the profiles is
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evident at the low free stream flow velocity and high free 
stream temperature runs. The idea of similar profiles 
resulting from flows of consta.it free stream temperature 
and velocity and constant wall temperature with blowing is 
enhanced by these results. However, only outer reg.^n 
similarity can be accurately commented on as due to 
restrictions, of moving the probe clos-.r ti.cu. 1 mr. to 2 
wall, measurements were taken in mainly the ful.y turbulent 
outer region.
The profiles when plotted on the semi-logarithmic axes, 
resulted in a linear form in the fully turbulent region 
as can be expected from turbulent profiles. The slight 
deviation 'rom this linear trend at the edge of the 
thermal boundary layer was also roticed. More uncertainty 
of the points was measured in the laminar to turbulent 
transitions region than at the edge of the boundary layer.
8.2 Computer Prediction
The computer program that was written to solve the momentum 
and energy equations describing the particular flow 
situation that was studied was used to predict the tempera­
ture profiles as measured. With the successful prediction 
of these results it is hoped that the prediction of the 
heat transfer to the porous wall will be accurate.
The comparison of the predicted and measured results for 
the free stream flow velocity of 14,95 m/s was very gcod, 
which seems to indicate that the program w i V  be able to 
accurately predict the heat transfer resulting from flows 
of high free stream velc.ity as are usually encountered in 
gas turbine engines. For the slow velocities and high 
temperature differences between the free stream and the 
wall the computed results were less accurate with the 
computed profile having a smaller enthalpy thickness.
 •
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The program was also used to predict the results measured 
by Mickley at aid?) one set of profiles were satisfac­
torily predicted. Two runs were considered with the 
successful prediction of run H-l7a being presented.
Finally the piogram was used to predict the heat transfer, 
or Stanton number, variation along the porous section as a 
function of Reynolds number based on distance along the 
flat plate. Thxs was done so as to determine the effect 
blowing has on the heat transfer for different flow con­
ditions. As measurements of the temperature profiles 
could not be made close enough to the wall no experiment 
results could be compared to these predictions.
g .3 Recommendations for Future atudy
1 The modification to the wind tunnel sho 1d be refined 
so that a uniform temperature distribution arrives at 
the working section.
2 The effect of pressure gradient on the momentum and 
thermal boundary layer should he investigated experi­
mentally and computationally.
3 The aerodynamic effects of transpiration cooling on a 
cascade or blade (as in a turbine) should be studied.
4 The program should be improved to allow for enclosed 
flows as well as being able to predict three dimen­
sional flows which are experienced in gas turbine engines.
5 For combustion chamber analysis this should include 
the effects of radiation, combustion, dilution holes 
and three dimensional flows.
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More realistic flow velocities and temperatures, 
similar to those experienced in gas turbine engines, 
should be investigated. This will require the use
of  a r i g  u s i n g  e i t h e r  comL ituon or very ^arge 
electrical power so as to heat the working fluid.
The v a r i a t i o n  of the  turbulent: P r a n d t l  n u m b e r  
throughout (especially close to the wall)the blown 
boundary layer should be further investigated.
APPENDIX A
Al TRANSFORMATION OF THE ENERGY EQUATION
To solve equations 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 they first have to be trans­
formed to a coordinate system that removes t.._
x ■ 0 and stretches the coordinates normal to the flow direction. 
Firstly these equations axe placed in an almost two dimensional 
form by the Probsteir -Elliott transformation.
Probstein-Elliot Transformation:
d, , *  - [ M f  dy ... A.1.1
where r3(x) s p e c i f i e s  the body shape over which the boundary 
layer forms and r(x;y) is given by
r(xjy) - re(x) + y cor a ...|A.l.l|
P
dx
dr
ro
FIG. A1 COMPUTATIOriAL A X E S
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Thus from equation A.1.1
and
1_ „  i£  i -  « (£)' i -  ...|A.1.4|
%  a; ^ a;
A stream function ip is defined that satisfies tlie continuity 
equation 4.1.3 resulting in the following
i-i. a t ^J.u; v—  ■ -r* (Ov + p'v’) . . . A. 1.3,
9y dx
By letting ij) a X- ; v * v; u ■ uj p'v' * p'v'
the continuity equation can be written as;
(pu) + —  (pv + p'v') “ 0 ... | A. 1.7 j
3x 3y
tl-.e stream function that satisfies this equation is
—  ■ pu i —  =• - (pv * P'v1) . •. | A. 1.81
3y 3x
Using equations A.1.3; A.1.4; A.1.6 and A.1.8 equation A.I.j
becomes
Upon substitution of the a b o v e  into  e q u a t i o n  4.1.2 the energy 
equation b e c o m e s
4  - 4 , k t (r '
3x 3y•y
X  ~ 73ip + 9y 3^ ,r. 9h
i  -  4 - ^
ay
. A.1.11
which ;an be multipl'ed jut 33 f o l l o w s
Finally resulting .in
l i t  • 2 5  .  i $  • —  .  ( ( i * t ) 2 k [ ( ' j - )  ( i - *  j t " 1 ) ♦
3; 3; 3y 3? C ^
y n • 2_ (1 • -ii)1} ...! a . 1 • *
c »  jy 3j 0 3y
Levy-Lees Transformation:
The Levy-Lees transforation is used in order to remove the singularity 
at x - 0 and stretch the coordinates in the y direction.
pu .
- Pe ue u e di ; dn - 72?jt ** .......... .
Once again a dimensionless stream function f is defined and related 
to # as follows
ip . (201 f (On) A‘1'1
Therefore
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(where f 1 = -x— )
M  Ml . w  £■ ...|A.1.20|
3? (20 1 Sn
^  -  W e < I
a x
I A.1.21,
By substituting equation A.1.14 through A.1.21 into equation A.1.13 
the following results:
- . • ' I - . w k * 9 '  S ’ i •  •  t  •  S  - ' ' ( A S S
■ 7 S t  9  ' - ^ ' 5 , 9 -
0 (1‘ h ] pue f' * 7^71 in (P * pUe f,)j} ... ! A. 1.22 ]
U- •* simplification this finally results Li
{(i>t)2kc[(i* |^2I) 21 > -JL. (1- 1_) ff"]}. > fg- 
t e
2C[f I f  - 9' 1 ... | A. 1.23 |
where g * H/H^
C » PU/0„ ue e .|A.1.24|
FIN'.TE DIFFERENCE FORM OF ENERGY EQUATION
By considering a Taylor's Series expansion of a function f
at grid points i - 2; i - 1; i j ......  etc which have
different spacings between them.
AxAx i+2i+1i-1
i-1
the functions at (i + 1) and (i - 1) can be expressed as 
follows
f(xi+ ) - f(xi) + h, f  (xj + f ( x i) + 0 (h 3 *) ... |A.2.l|
f(xa.-i) * f(xi) ' hz f ’ (xt} + 77 + O(hz') ... j A. 2.212 !
By multiplying equation A.2.1 by hz1 and A.2.2 by ha1
and subtracting the one from the other the following results
f  (x1)
- h 3f(x ) 
  ____ 1-x
hz (hz + hj)
...IA.2.3
Where the error is expressed as an order of hJ if hz 5 ha
If A.2.1. is multiplied by hz and added to the product of 
A.2.2 and h 3 a solution of f" (xJ is found.
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FINITE DIFFERENCE FCRM OF ENERGY EQUATION
By considerin'? a Taylor's Series expansion of a function t
at grid points i - 2; i - 1; i ? ....... etc which have
different spacings between them,
AxAx i+21-1
1 + 1i-1
the functions at (1 + 1) and ( i - 1 )  can be expressed as 
follows _ .
f(x. ) * f(x.) + hj f 1 (x.) + yr—  f"(x ) + 0 (ha1) ... A.2.1;
i+i 1 i ** »
f(xi * f(x^) - hz f * (x.) + jj- f" (x^ + Othz1) ... ] A.2.2 ;
By multiplying equation A.2.1 by hz' and A.2.2 by ha2 
. and subtracting the one from the other the following results
r (x.) - J i^ r i  f lx i> *  S r ^ T )  *
A.2.3!
Where the error is expressed as an order of tV if hz = ha
If A.2.1. is multiplied by h 2 and added to the product of 
A.2.2 and h 3 a solution of f" (x^) is found.
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2 " ■ W  ? !!.xj i , * o( w  ...iA.2 .4 :
f" (Xj.) “ h 2(h3+ hi) h2 h 3 hi(h3 * h 2)
The error of order h in this case is more than in equation
A.2.3 and thus equation A.2.4 is less accurate.
If the spacing between the grid points is such that they can 
be written as follows;
hi = h K
1-3
h2 *= Ax “ h K
1-2
...IA.2.51
h 3 - Ax .m  = h K
hi. - Axi>2 » h K
i-l
Each term in equations A.2.3 and A.2.4 can be divided into 
three parts namely; function f; a constant K and h. Thus for 
example the first term af equation A.2.3 can be simplified
as follows
h 3 f(xi-1) 
h 2 (h2 + h 3)
-K - f(xi-l)
hK1' ^ 1"2* K1'1) hK 3 (1 ♦ K)
A f (X. )i-l
... A.2.6
where A
- K’
h( 1 > K)K
Similarly the following derivatives can be expressed as
f  (x,) f(xL-1) > D f(xt) + C f(xl M )
...|A.2.7|
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r  (x._j XI f(xi-2) + X2 f(x^_J + XJ f(xj
r  (x^i) X4 f(xJ) + X5 f(x.+1) + X6 f(xi>?)1>2
- x V [ h C  > :•') ”i]
- - [(1 - K)K] /(h.K1)
- K/^h(l + K) K1]
D 2X,*/[h* (1 + K) K 21]
E - -2K,/(h1 .K21)
F 2K*/[h* (1 + K) .K21]
XI 2K*/[h* (1 + K). K 2i]
X2 ■ - 2KS/(h*.K21)
X3 2KS/[h1 (1 + K) K 2i]
X4 2K,/[h1 (1 + K) K 2L1
X5 - - 2K/[hJ (1 + K) K21]
XG - 2K/[h1 (1 + K) K :1J
The streamwise derivatives are calculated as follows
at.
at
. j A . 2.91
.|A.2.10 j
. ..|A.2.1l|
...|A.2.12| 
...|A.2.13
Ill
where
AC.
ACn-i + "n-l>
M
...[a .2.14|
2AZ > AC
N ”
n n-i
By using the following equation to linearise the momentum 
equation and change g to 9 as follows;
f
f • 
f"
9
9'
9"
+ n
$'+ i
$"
9
9*
9M
... A.2.15
..|A.2.16|
the energy equation A.1.23 can be written in finite 
difference form
"t n ; i
X . i ,  *■ nJ 9n;‘ • 1, t l
-  9
n; i n; i
...|A.2.17|
«
Tara 1 of A.2.17 becomes
u w t , 2 k cn!l: < i ^  >
t n; i
[ where P, - {(.»t,2k ( f  ) (1- |r) la» H  lol' ]
e
,2k >[D6n , w ‘ E6n,l* r n.leil »- net) , pr prt niU
( A d e t , ^  )wB,.et,2k, ^ , , l e , | ^ .  )
pr t n?i-lo t n;in
C(let)2k( ^ l h . , n e  A : )  ')(-* ».,1-1 * ='*a,l * =-»n,l.l'
t n;i>lo
+ P5 - 9 , {(D>A. B) (1 >t) 2k ( % ^ . )  (1 > ( ^ )  )+AMl+t)2k( - ^ 2 .
H''1”1 pr prt m i i
(u(£ ^ £ ,  ' , t A .c .(u t ) il-(!!!lili«M 1 e (£ ” , ,) »
t n ;i-1 o t n?i>lo
9n; .{(E^B1) (l>t)2k( ^ l )  d>(” ) )>B.A.(l>t)2k( - i ^ 1 )
' t n ? io
( 1 X ^ £ )  ) > B.C(Ut)2k( ^ ^ - ) ( U ( ^ £ )  )> >
t n )i-1o t n;l+l
9 . . {(F+C.B) (l4.t)2k( % ^ - )  d f ( § ^ )  ) +C.A.(1+C)2k(--^;:--'-
n;i+1 Pr Prt n? io
) + C . 1 (l^t) 2k U X ^ - r f i  ) } +  ?! ••
Prt n ;i-1o t n;1+1
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Term 2 of equation A . 1.17 becomes
(*n,i0*rit> IA,9n=i-l " B-en.l + C'6n1l*ll '
9n,i-l tAI*n,i, * V l  '
9„,1 tB ‘♦ m i ,  * V l  *
9n;i+l ^ ‘♦mi, * V !  - !6-2'19'
Term 3 of equation A . 2.17 becomes
2Cn I*'n,l, + UlL-6n -2,1 * M-6n-l,l * "•9n,l)
en.il2Sn-!<- i» „il0 * »  * 2Sn,# mi. * 11 lL-9n- = ,l " "'Vl.i’
...|A.2.20|
Tern 4 of equation A. 2.1"' becomes
I
-25n9ml-l (A'“ - #n-!,l " M*n-l,l " '"tn,l)! *
- V n , l  (B-‘L- V !:1 * M*ml,l * '’♦n.l”  *
-2e„8„,i.i (c-lL- V 2 , i  * "-♦n-i,i * <.’1 A -2-21
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Term 2 of equation A.1.17 becomes
Term 3 of equation A.2.17 becomes
...|a .2.i9;
+ M.9 . .)
6n,l|2tn-N -(* n,io * "  ' 2En (* n,l, * U(I" 9n-2,l T — n-1,1'
...|A.2.20|
Term 4 of equation A.2.17 becomes
“2Cn9 n; i it^.. ” ‘2"n (A,9n; i-l+ B,°n,i ’ "'"nU.+ l'
a.*„.2,i* *• V m  * N-*n,i’
-2?n9n ,l-l '*-'^-*n-2,l * * ^n.l'' *
-2C A ,-1 (»-'t-*n-2,l + * "*n,l" +
-2En9n,l.l (C-'l-+n-2,l * "-+*.1,1 + "-\,l"
... A.2.21
APPENDIX B
HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH POROUS MATERIAL 
INTRODUCTION
A simplified model of transpiration cooling can be considered.
T HOT GAS FLOW
T POROUS WALL
w
“t— t— t + t t t t t t t t V t
To COOLANT
FIGURE 31: SIMPLIFIED TRANSPIRATION COOLING
The convective heat transfer to the porous wall is equal to 
the increase in enthalpy of the cooling fluid .(assuming that 
the cooling fluid is at the same temperature as the porous 
wall and there is no conduction of heat along the wall's 
length)
h(T - T ) * (I) Cp(T^ - To) ... |B. 1.11
where h is the forced convection heat transfer coefficient; 
(1) the coolant mass flow per unit area and the specific 
heat, at constant pressure, of the coolant.
Using equation B.1.1 the temperature of the wail can be 
predicted provided the mass flowrate of coolant is known 
and the temperature of the mainstream and coolant is fixed.
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The estimation of the heat transfer coefficient is com­
plicated in that it is dependent on the wall temperature, 
The forced convection correlation equation;
Nu = 0,292 (Re)1 (Pr)1/3 .. 3.1.2
for turbulent flow over a flat plate will not give accurate 
values of the heat transfer coefficient because this corre­
lation equation does not take into account the effect of 
the blowing of the coolant through the porous wall which 
reduces the heat transfer to the wall.
Kutateladze and Leontev (14) have put forward a theoretical- 
empirical correlation whereby blowing can be accounted tor, 
this correlation wi l l  be discussed at a later stage.
THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF WALL, TEMPERATURE FCP_ 
TRANSPIRATION COCLEO FLAT PLATE
The theoretical prediction of the wall and coolant tempera­
tures for transpiration flow in a porous flat plate will be 
discussed with reference to the following figure.
The conduction within the metal (porous) can be expressed 
as follows by the Fourier equation:
...jB.2.1|
The convection of energy from the metal to the coolant 
(within the pores) is:
dq * h^ (t - T) dx ... IB. 2.2 |
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POROUS
WALL
n=x1x*o
FIC 3 2 -TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION T H R O U G H  P O R O U S  
 W A L L  A N D  ADJACENT F L O W  FIELDS.
.
t is the metal temperature and T the coolant temperature , 
This convective heat transfer raises the enthalpy of the 
coolant according to the following relationship.
dq « (I) 0^ dT ... B.2.3
Thus setting equation B.2.2 equal to B.2.3 gives
h.(t-T) ... B.2.4
Differentiacing equation B.2.1 w.r.t.x gives
dq - k ~ - r  • ... ! B . 2.5 ,
H m dx
Setting equation B.2.5 equal to equation B.2.3 gives
‘ = p S  ... i B.2.6
The equations;B.2.6 and B.2.4) are the one-dimensional 
equations describing the heat flow within the interior of 
an elemental volume of the porous wall. Tne internal 
volumetric heat transfer coefficient for the porous wall, 
h , is a function principally of the mass flow of coo.ant 
through the wall, and the mass flowrate, w and internal 
thermal conductivity, k_, are both per unit area quantities.
Equations B.2.6 and B.2.4 have the following solution
T - a ♦ 8 expT(B-A/2)x< + Y exp [-(B*A)/2x ... B . 2 . 1
t * a -*• 4  + |)8 exp[(3-A/2)x ] +(-| - |>Y exp[-(B+A)/2x’
...|b.2.8|
where
A * tr XL Cp and B - [ *  (A/2)Jj ... :b .2.9
For the prediction of the wall temperatures the following 
boundary conditions are applied to the above equations.
For this the heat transfer coefficients hg and h^ and the radia 
tion fluxes and have to be specified on the hot gas and 
coolant sides respectively. Thus the boundary conditions
The incorporation of these boundary conditions, as well as 
the assumption that at x - 0; T = T 0, into equations B.2.7 and
B.2.8 allows the constants (a;6;Y) to be evaluated. The 
final result is given below:
- h^tt^-T^) - hr (to-To) exp (B>A/2)xi]
5 “ iT2 A ^ B / aT 1 - (1/4)' i exp [ (B-A/2) xij - exp[-(B+A/2)xiT
IB
...|B.2.12|
Y c k A[(B/A)* - (1/4)] hc ( 3
IB
h (t -T ) + hr (to-To) exp [ - (B-f-A/2) xi„ 
exp [(B-A/2)xi] - e x p  [- (B+A/2)x1| ...B.2.13
h (to- To) |
a • T » - k A * 13/A) * - (T T TiT ...,3.2.141
m k
The intei-nal heat-transfer coefficient for sintered powder 
components can be determined from the following experimental 
relationship
Nui » 0,35 Re^ ...|B.2.15|
where
^  ^  ...13 .2 .161
(v is the volume of the porous material; s is the interna^ 
surface area swept by the coolant).
For many calculations, particularly those involving injection 
in boundary layers, it has been assumed that the emerging 
coolant attains the outer surface metal temperature. For 
dense, porous metal components with convection present this 
assumption is usually valid but for coarse-wire compacts,
which have a low effective thermal conductivity, the 
coolant can emerge well below the outer surface metal 
temperature.
The effective thermal conductivity of the porous metal is 
important since low values produce large temperature 
gradients across the thickness of the wall. This reduces 
quite markedly the available temperature difference between 
metal and coolant (and would also set up large thermal 
stresses within the porous compact). Although little -s 
known about the thermal conductivity of porous metals, 
particularly sintered woven wire compacts, the limited 
data available for sintered power components indicate the 
relation
k » k (1 - 2f) ... |B
m s
where k is the thermal conductivity of the solid compact
and f is the porosity based on mass. Thus for 50% porosity 
k tends to zero.
The problem of separating the radiative and convective 
components of heat flux inside a combustion chamber flame, 
tube for instance is very complex. The luminosity of the 
flame, which is seen by the walls varies with temperature,
emissivity and flow direction and velocity all of which 
are extremely difficult to predict.
Bayley, Comforth and Turner (1) used, a simplified one­
dimensional model for evaluating the radiation fluxes.
The hot side radiation fluxe used is as follows
s
m
R
9
|b .2.18[
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where e and ef are th' wall and flame emlssivities, af 
is the gas absorptivity, O the Stefan- Boltzmann constant 
and T f the "effective" flame temperature.
For a transpiration cooled wall the effusing coolant 
reduces the convective heat flux to the surface and a 
sufficiently high blowing rate can reduce it to zero.
For the present predictions the results of the theoretical- 
experimental work of Kutateladze and Leontev (14) on the 
quantitive reduction in heat flux will be used. .rom 
considerations of the turbulent boundary layer these 
authors obtained the correlation
* . 5£_ - It - ^  I * ...|B.2.19i
st» h.cr
The blowing parameter b. is defined as
b , ^ - - ...|B.2.20|
h St0Peua
and the critical blowing parameter, which would "blow off" 
the thermal boundary layer, is dependent on the wall to 
gas temperature ratio, 4», and is given by
i
bh,cr - I 8 -2-21
Die problem of what the Stanton number without coolant 
injection, Sto, would be is still presen* and it appears 
in both and the expression for b^ (equation B. 2.20) .
For the prediction of this main stream flow the turbulent 
developed flat plate flow correlation is used in the 
followina form:
Nu * 0,0292 (Re^) (Pr ' "* ... [B.2.221
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B1.3
with the Reynold's number evaluated using the means-mass 
velocity existing at that longitudinal position.
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO SOLVE T!!K UrmP-MAL HEAT T ' ^ ? R G 3 L gM
A computer program has been developed to solve the metal 
and coolant temperature distributions that exist across
t i l <2 U ii .vw**  i. CallfcAk- *• - «  —• - - *.    —
employs the correlation equations presented in the proceed­
ing section.
Two iterations are performed to arrive at a final solution 
once the initial prediction of the wall temperatures has 
been made by using the simplified model that was previously 
considered. The first iteration updates this prediction 
of the external, mainstream, heat transfer coefficient by 
considering blowing. Once a stable solution is found t.,e 
program proceeds to consider the internal heat transfer 
and temperature distribution which gives the external wall 
and coolant temperatures. These temperatures are used 
once more to update the model in the second and final itera­
tion. In the first iteration tht criteria for convergence X
is the external heat transfer coefficient whereas for the (
second iteration the convergence of the wall, hot side, 
metal temperature Is used as the convergence factor.
A flow chart and listing of the program with a typical 
solution is presented. Unfortunately due to the low . 
temperature difference between the coolant and mainstream 
gases in the wind tunnel which resulted in wall temperature 
distributions that were not able to be accurately measured 
no meaningful predictions could be made with the present 
program.
However, it is felt that it can be used to predict actual 
transpiration cooling problems as all the theory is based 
on existing correlation equations that have been successfully 
used in the past.
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READ DATA
DETERMINE C0LDS1DE METAL, 
TEMP. AND HOT SIDE METAL 
AND COOLANT TEMPERATURES 
(TEMPQ, TEMPW 2, TW)
STEP TO NEXT 
STATIONYES
DIF1 > 0.001
D!l:2 >0.001
PROGRAM WALL
CALCULATE POROSITY OF 
MESH
CALCULATE CONSTANTS A ;B 
ALPHA. BETA AND GAMMA
CALCULATE COOLANT 
REYNOLD'S & PRANOTL N°S 
(RE3 & PRO)
DETERMINE BLOWING 
PARAMETERS (Bh & 3H CRIT)
CORRECT HEAT TRANSFER 
COEFFICIENT WITH BLOWING 
PARAMETERS HG
h-h. (1-b./b,___ .. )*h h:crit
CALCULATE MAINSTREAM 
REYNOLD'S AND PRANOTL
DETERMINE INTERNAL HEAT 
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FROM 
INTERNAL REYNOLDS N« AND 
CORRELATION EQUATION
Nu *0,35 Re
FORCED CONVECTION 
CORRELATION EQUATION 
FOR UNBLOWN FLAT PLATE
Nu * 0,0292 Re 0,33
CORRELATION EQUATION FLOW 
OVER TUBES TO DETERMINE 
COLD SICE HEAT TRANSFER 
COEFFICIENT
Nug=0,33Re50,6Pr30 '33
USE TEMPW TO COLLECT THE 
MAINSTREAM HEAT TRANSFER 
COEFF. BY CALCULATING NEW 
BLOWING PARAMETERS
mC (T -T )*hA(T -T )
ENERGY BALANCE - 
ENTHALPY RISE OF COOLANT 
IS EQUAL TO CONVECTIVE 
HEAT TRANSFER
( ASSUMING TW = TEMPW )
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Mi0>0. 33*IR60*»0.6)e(PR0ee0. >3)
TEMPO"< 4.0*T0+T£MPH)Z5.0 
TW1-TH
C
COOLANT HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
HC-INUOet 0)/(CDI4D2I/2.0I
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Rt I»(MEiuTeVS) / I AREA »MU< 11 
NUI•0.3S«RE!
HI "I NO 1*1 O ) Z I V i » • 2, 0)
UK IlEli, tut I IF ,HI 
c 101 K,.RriAT( 10X.1H •.Fll.4ZI0X.SH HI -,FI I . 4ZZ)
C CALCULATION OF CONSTANI, a, B, Al l HA, BETA. OAMMA
A> (HI •ARlAI/IhUO T*LF...)
B-SCIRii (Hl/FM) t( (A/2.0)e#2.0)) 
l-(IIH/Aif«2.0)-0,25)
F'O-IA/;.!!)
n 
n 
n
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"" k  X|= < F « X )-1  1 , 0 / E X P ( 0 * X H
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t'hU.iU I lull UK WAi.L AND COOL Am TLMKb!WuF<ES FOR A 1 RAW-.Kl RATION COULU II AI I i fE
MAIN:I REAM iTAOtlATION TEMPERATURE SZO.OuuO
COiM.AilT STAGNATION TEMPERATURE =• vvO. OOOO 
MAINSTREAM VELOCITY - 20.0000
COOLANT MASS FLOWRATE " .0221
AT STATION 1
DISTANCE FROM l . LEAD I NO EDut l» . 7V70
RE'j » 
Cku = 
HUO = 
SO “ 
BH ■
16
.697 3
13vv.t169 
. 00:4 
3. 1233
HEAT TRANSFER COEFF.(HO) WALL fEMFERATURfclTEMFW) CRITICAL Eit OWING KARA( fahCRIT I
MC
49.000663 
3.2:3231 
3.509!*1 
3.506018 
33.1802
HI “595657.4474
297.2935J1 
.
290.67 3065
4.200152 
4.26 34/3 
4.262956 
4.26296 j
COLD SIDE METAL TEMP. HOT SIDE METAL TEMP. COLD SIDE COOLANT TEMP. MC uANT TEMP. HEAT TRANSFER tuEFF.(MO) BMCRIf
290.438614 
290.5:3049 
£90.499603 
:-vu. 50-3349 
290.505616 
290.507046 
290.506498
290.
2 )0.
290.
2)0.
290.
290.
290.
290.
632096
453633
525067
499621
509367
505634
07064
506516
.
290.000000
290.000000
290.000000
290.000000
290.000000
290.000000 
290. OOi lOOO
290.626214
290.434364
290.494971 
290.5016 7 
270.500929 
.90.502345 
290.501802
3.503620 
3.31617' 
3.813262 
3.514 391 
3.5139,6 
.5141.9 
.1,5.406 7 
3.514090
, .-6. -VS 
.650 ■3 
. -I ."7 2
2' 46 j7
, 2, 4 7 ' 
... .4'..65 
.2.4571
AT STATION 2
DISTANCE FROM PLATE LEAD I NO Et YE I .8555
REO =■ @79201.93
PRO a .6973
Ml i.3 « 14 75.6730
SO = .00:4
DH 3.1651
reMPW) • F I II. At B1.0W1NI3 I  ARA(6H i I I
48.435656 297.2207 4. 4.200831
2.*445iE:‘> J.Z17I5:
3.:I4» 4
HC u tj.1402 
III .5't,'.57. 44 /4
290.5471*4. 
2*0.416416 
290.6I6'209
4.2(3:'clb 
4.26346:3 
4. 2< ?4»2
i.i.4 u yl uL rC I At. 1 ci il-.
.
I
2li*. 4611 if 
290. 46": 463 
290. 464--77
,
.90.56057/ 
290.421170 
2 0.4sI£47 
290.456754 
290.4*7553 
290.464204 
■
290.464 >4
290.000000
290.000000
290.000000 
2:90.0000110 
290. ih.i-.i000
290.000000
2-90.575177 
290.417250 
2>0.4 77382 
. • •
.
2 90.459. 4
290.461146 
290.4/0666
.i.2V..:v>u 
.3. 2232 
3. •220735 
j. 22170 
3.221336 
5.2-21476 
3.221423 
3.22144
I. 5:
4. ;:<■
A . 2 6 4 3 6 9  
: . 2 6 5 0 ' :  
- . 2 6 4 9 4 7  
4 . 2 C 4 9 : ' 0  
4 . 2 6 4 9 * 7  
- . . 4 9 7  2
Al STATION 3
DI5TAN- E 6ROM PLATE LEADINO Et-uE IS .9140
REO - '1,5474.70
PRO - .6973
NUO - 1550.7609
SO • .0024
bH » 3.2046
MEAT TRANSFER COEFF.(HOI WAl.l. TEMFEhATLIRE(TEnPU) CRITICAL bl OWING FARM! bllCR 1 T I
HC
4 7.6.-3/34 
2.693205 
2.954997 
2.952991 
53.1802
297.152931 
290.519612 
290.369163 
290. 'i4
4.201464 
4.264444 
4.26396 6 
4.263969
Ml -595657.4 4 74
tutu SlUt METAL TEMP. MOT SIL-E METAL TEMP. COLD SIDE COOLANT TEMP. HOT SIDE COOLANT TEMP. HEAT TRANSFER - '-EPF. CM- .-m
.'VO.
290.
290.
290.
290.
290.
290.
5/4143
3.-741 3
42 i
4." II
4 266*1 
4260/5 
427*01
290.
290.
290.
290.
290.
290.
290.
2 -0.
5/416/ 
.387423 
443003 
421>53
42< -26 
426 " 
42:050 
4:7617
290,
290.
290,
290,
90.
290,
290.
290.
000000 
OOOO-X) 
or m/000 
000000 
OOl/OOO 
VO- M /I /o  
OOOOOO 
000000
290.529192
290.436880 
290. 4 li/026 
. 425 !
. -0.4229/3 
- -. 424064 
4
2.954408 
2. 96'-/49
2.958750 
2.938704 
2.<-56721
A . 2*'.
4.2*57.
4. 26518', 
4.265388 
4.2*531l 
4.265340 
i. : 2
X
AT eTATIC-H 4
DISTnNVI. FROM PLATE LEADINO El" -E IS .9725
RE 11 -  9 9 1 7 4 7 . 4 7
PRO -  . 6 9 7 3
Mu- “ 1624. >'50<l
■60 " . in).-’ i
BH - S.2422
Hf Al IhAriir'ER LUthr . <Hu) WALL TEN LIsATURfc (1EMH4) CRITICAL BLOW I WO f-ARA ( bl k'R I T )
47. . 0:746 
4669W 
7104 -0 
2.71‘6:6 
IlC •“ t'i. 1602 
111 4474
: 0.6:401.2
4. 20201.6 
4.2 640':,9
4.264401
COLD : Il'L ME1AL TEMP. HOT SIDE METAL TEMP. COLD SIDE CcV iLAMI TEN . HOT . 1 DE COOl AWT TtllF . IK AT i.iFER - OF F F . UP 1 Dim i IT
2*0.492140 290.492154 29o. cm m>( mo 290.487574 2 /1 76.: 5 4 . . I 70 <
*90.356637 290.356901 290.000000 290.35 3579 2. 723169 4.266017
290.407665 290.407379 290.000000 290.404083 2.7:1177 -
290.333650 290.383664 290.OoOOOO 290.389046 2.721928 4.. ' 710
290.393892 29--. 395906 290.OOOOOO 2 90. 392:22 2.721645 4.2.5 40
290. '3162 290.393176 290.000000 •^90. 389517 2.7 1751 4.: 5666
290. . -4 1'1 2*0.394205 290.OOOOOO 290.390537 2.771711 •i.. ■
290.393503 290.393313 ^90.000000 2*0.3 70152 2.721726 4.: 5660
A) iIAT ION 5
h! STAKE FlVim PLATE LEAD I No EDOE IS 1.0310
RtO “ 1048020.24 
-
WHO - 16*3.3021
SO - .0023
bll - 3.27:2
HEAT TRANSFER COEFE. I Wo I WAi.L TEMFERATURE ( TEMFWI CRITICAL BLUWINO PARA (E4ICRI T I
46.76^712 
2.262450 
2.1-14 .'20 
2.502437 
MC • 5i. I so 2
HI -595657.4 474
277.02'697 
290. 4377 '• 3
290.4: 739
.202612 
4.265235 
4.264 791 
4._T17'4
LD SIDE METAt 1EMF-. HOT SIDE METAI TEMP. COLD SIDE CuOtANT TEMP. HOT SIDE COOLANT TEMP. HEAT TRANSFER CC# FF.IH01 Bmi.RIT
290.453972 290.453964 290.OOOOOO 290.449740 2.5'i3(.o3 4. 2650713
290.329159 290.32917.: 290.OOOOOO 2 NT. : 6108 2.5o:i3l 3 4.266285
290. 375993 290.376006 290,OOOOOO ;■ "'.372:07 2.50654 7 4. v *: :•
2*0. 3**41 i 270. 3 .34 -il 290.01 Mi -1.0 I'll. )'.50.-6 ?.;:.ti7.'iv •1. . < OO-J.'
2 30. .>1.501 3 2PO.365026 2*0. t-Oi mOO .. 0. X  1629 2.50(961 •1. 5* J. d
290. 36:'.-3 3 290.362551 2vO.OtiooOo 29(1.359177 2.507054 4 . 265*6..
2 '0. 3f, 346 / 290.763480 290.OOOOOO 290. 3/1X197 2.5'i7oi v 4 . 3
I Nil til I II I
APPENDIX C
C l PROBE CALIBRATIO N CURVES
The calibration curve is used as follows:
1 By noting the hot wire output given in volts, which are 
relatedtdirectly to the flow velocity, the graph is 
enteredeon the x axis.
2 The tbeicnistor resistance (in ohms) that is needed to 
balanceethe second anemometer unit is used to determine 
the calibration line as given on the following graph.
3 By comb thing these two readings as shown the flow tempe 
rature*can be read off the graph.
V E L O C I T Y
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APPENDIX D
E l E X P E R IM E N T A L  RE S U LTS
EXPERIMENT
Tw = 25,00°C = 14,95 m/s
Too = 33,01°C vw = 0,064 m/s
T 0 = 24,5 °C F 0,00428
STATION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3 STATION 4 STATION 5
T -T T -T T -T T -T T -Ty T(°C) w T(°C) w T(°C) T(°C)
w
T(°C)
w
(mm) T -T 
g w T -T g w T -T g w
T -T g w T -T g w
0,0 25,00 0,000 25,00 0,000 25,00 0,000 25,00 0,000 25,00 0,000
1,0 28,92 0,490 30,14 0,642 30,24 0,655 29,82 0,602 29,84 0,605
2,0 29,92 0,615 30,69 0,711 30,80 0,725 31,07 0,754 30,46 0,682
2,5 30,20 0,650 31,10 0,762 31,18 0,772 31,10 0,762 30,97 0,746
3,0 30,38 0,672 31,34 0,793 31,26 0,782 31,23 0,779 31,02 0,752
3,5 30,52 0,690 31,40 0,800 31,40 0,800 31,49 0,811 31,39 0,799
4,0 30,70 0,712 31,46 0,808 31,54 0,817 31,53 0,816 31,57 0,821
4,5 30,96 0,745 31,59 0,824 31 ,65 0,831 31,72 0,840 31,78 0,847
5,0 31,13 0,765 31,72 0,840 31,79 0,849 31,79 0,849 31,84 0,055
6,0 31,47 0,809 31,93 0,866 31,98 0,872 31,97 0,871 31 ,94 0,868
7,0 31,80 0,850 32,03 0,879 32,05 0,881 32,12 0,890 32,15 0,094
8,0 32,05 0,881 32,23 0,904 32,29 0,911 32,20 0,900 32,14 0,092
9,0 32,22 0,902 32,32 0,915 32,34 0,917 32,40 0,925 32,45 0,931
10,0 32,28 0,910 32,50 0,937 32,61 0,951 32,68 0,960 32,54 0,942
12,0 32,60 0,950 32,60 0,950 32,66 0,957 32,70 0,963 32,73 0,966
14,0 32,85 0,981 32,70 0,963 32,67 0,959 32,78 0,972 32,80 0,975
16,0 32,94 0,993 32,73 0,966 32,70 0,962 32,78 0,972 32,83 C ,979
18,0 32,99 0,999 32,85 0,981 32,84 0,980 32,86 0,983 32,91
20,0
25.0
30.0
32,98 0,998 33,00 1,000 32,93 0,991 32,99 0,999
32,98 0,998 33,00 1,000
50,0
EXPERIM; j II
ii 
n 
n 23,64 °C 
33,14°C
S - l u Q  °c
Uuu
V
w
F
= 14,95 m/s 
■ 0,088 m/s 
= 0.00589
STAT1 ON I STATION 2 STATION 3 STATION 4 STATION 5
y T(°C)
T -T
w
T(°C)
T -T
T(°C)
T -T
w
T(°C)
T -Tw
T(°C)
T -Tw
(nun) T -T 
9. " ...
T - T  
q w T -T g w T -T g w T -T g w
0,0 23,72 0,000 23,66 0,000 23,60 0,000 23,62 0,000 23,64 0,000
1,0 28,27 0,487 30,17 0,687 29,34 0,600 29,11 0,576 29,45 0,612
2,0 29,29 0,595 30,89 0,763 30,77 0,750 30,40 0,712 30,32 0,703
29,64 0,632 31,09 0,784 31,05 0,780 30,79 0,753 30,56 0,7283,0 30,10 0,680 31,23 0,799 31,24 0,800 30,93 0,767 30,77 0,750
30,43 0,715 31,26 0,802 31,27 0,803 31,10 0,785 31 ,00 0,7754,0 30,56 0,728 31,34 0,810 31,39 0,816 31,34 0,810 31,07 0,7824,5 30,74 0,747 31,42 0,819 31,50 0,827 31,33 0,809 31,15 0,7915,0 30,97 0,772 31,50 0,827 31,52 0,829 31 ,42 0,819 31 ,33 0,8096 ,0 31,24 0,800 31,72 0,850 31,73 0,852 31,56 0,834 31 ,61 0,8397,0 31,50 0,836 32,07 0,887 31 ,85 0,864 31,71 0,849 31,72 0,8518,0 31,72 0,850 32,19 0,900 32,06 0,886 31 ,88 0,867 31 ,88 0,8679,0 32, 11 0,892 32,38 0,920 32,16 0,897 32,02 0,882 32,06 0,88610,0 32,29 0,911 32,51 0,934 32,31 0,913 32,10 0,891 32,22 0,90312,0 32,74 0,958 32,65 0,048 32,58 0,941 32,33 0,915 32,38 0,92011,0 32,98 0,983 32,96 0,981 32,82 0,966 32,54 0,937 32, 53 0,93616,0
18,0
20,0
25.0
30.0
50.0
33,14 1,000 33,06
33,14
0,992 
1 ,000
33,02
33,05
33,07
33,14
0,987 
0,991 
0,993 
1,000
32,71
32,88
33,12
33,14
0,955 
0,973 
0,998 
1 ,000
32,77
32,94
32,97
33.13
33.14
0,961 
0,979 
0,982 
0,999 
1 ,000
EXPERIMENT : I I I
Tw = 23,05°C Ugg = 14,9 5 m/s
■ 34,10°C « 0,113 m/s
T0 « 22,9 °C F 0,00756
STATION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3 STATION 4 STATION 5
y T(°C)
T -T
w
T(°C)
T -T
w
T(°C)
T -T
w T(C»)
T -T
w
T(°C)
T -T
w
(mm) T -T 
g w
T -T 
g w
T -T 
g w
T -T
a w_
T -T 
X  .
0,0 23,08 0,000 23,06 0,000 23,05 0,000 23,04 0,000 23,02 0,000
1,0 28,61 0,503 29,69 0,601 29,13 0,550 29,14 0,551 29,22 0,558
2,0 29,98 0,627 31 ,03 0,722 30,60 0,683 30,23 0,650 30,23 0,650
2,5 30,28 0,654 31,4' 0,757 31,03 0,722 30,84 0,705 30,43 0,668
3,0 30,58 0,681 31,56 0,770 31,38 0,754 31,15 0,733 30,92 0,712
3,5 30,79 0,700 31,88 0,799 31,69 0,782 31,41 0,757 31,11 0,729
4,0 30,97 0,717 31,97 0,807 31,99 0,809 31,72 0,785 31,18 0,736
4,5 31,11 0,729 32,06 0,815 32,09 0,818 31,79 0,791 31,44 0,759
5,0 31,32 0,748 32,24 0,832 32,42 0,848 31,91 0,802 31,67 0,780
6,0 31,83 0,795 32,64 0,868 32,65 0,869 32,64 0,868 31,98 0,808
7,0 32,24 0,832 32,79 0,801 33,03 0,903 32,76 0,879 32,52 0,857
8,0 32,63 0,867 33,09 0,909 33,32 0,929 32,91 0,892 33,03 0,903
9,0 33,00 0,900 33,18 0,917 33,57 0,952 33,12 0,911 33,13 0,912
10,0 33,17 0,916 33,30 0,928 33,74 0,967 33,32 0,929 33,37 0,934
12,0 33,38 0,935 33,46 0,942 33,87 0,979 33,41 0,938 33,53 0,948
14,0 33,75 0,968 33,61 0,956 33,93 0,985 33,47 0,943 33,71 0,965
16,0 34,00 0,991 33,83 0,976 34,01 0,992 33,64 0,958 33,83 0,976
18,0 34,10 1,000 34,02 0,993 34,06 0,996 33,67 0,961 33,96 0,987
20,0 34,10 1 ,000 34,08 0,998 33,87 0,979 34,98 0,989
25,0 34,10 1,000 34,04 0,995 34,04 0,995
30.0
50.0
34,10 1 ,000 34,07 0,997
wEXPERIMEI. : IV
T = 26, S O T
w
T.
To
39,02°C 
26,3 °C
- 10,85 m / s
v = 0,064 m/s
0,0059
w
---STATION I STAT ON 2 STATION 3 STATION 4 STATION 5
y T -Tw
V.fWO cj w
T I)-TW Tj-Tu T -t • T -Tw
T -T 
g w
(nun), 0 Tffnn 
9 w V rwn
T rT<j w
T,(°c)
0,0 26,f 0,000 26,52 0,000 26,50 0,000 26,40 0,000 26,38 0,000
1,0 34,65 0,651 34,36 0,628 34,12 0,609 33,07 0,589 33,80 0,583
2,0 36,32 0,784 35,66 0,732 35,44 0,714 35,35 0,707 35,13 0,639
2,5 36,54 0,802 36,22 0,776 36,04 0,762 35,99 0,758 35,94 0,754
3,0 36,02 0,824 36,40 0,791 36,37 0,788 36,27 0,780 36.23 0,777
3,5 37,09 0,846 36,55 36,45 0,795 36,40 0,791 36,33 0.785
4,0 37,39 0,870 36,73 0,817 36,55 0,803 36,45 0.795 36,39 0,790
4,5 37,61 0,887 37,00 0,039 36,89 0,830 36,82 0,824 36,69 0,814
5,0 37,67 0,892 37,14 0,850 37,04 0,842 37,00 0,839 36,89 0,830
6,0
7.0
8.0 
9,0
10,0
12,0
14.0
16.0 
18,0
37.77 
37,97 
38,33 
28,39 
38,54
38.77 
38,86 
30,96
0,900
0,916
0,945
0,950
0,962
0,980
0,987
0,995
37,53
37,73
30,02
38,37
38,58
38,79
38,91
38.99
0,881
0,897
0,920
0,948
0,953
0,965
0,982
0,991
0,998
37,47
37,63
37.93 
38,29 
38,37 
38,53 
38,76 
38,88
38.93
0,876
0,089
0,913
0,942
0,948
0,961
0,979
0,909
0,993
37,42
37,56
37.82 
38,24 
38,29 
38.46 
38,67
38.83 
38,09
0,872
0,883
0,904
0,938
0,942
0,955
0,972
0,985
0,990
37,37 
37,46 
37,69 
37,99 
38,21 
38,36 
38,62 
38,77 
38 86
0,868
0,875
0,894
0,918
0,935
0,947
0,968
0,980
0,907
20,0 39,02 1 ,000 38,96 0,995 30,92 0,992
25,0 
30,C
38,02 1 ,000 38,99 0,998
50,0
EXPERIMENT • V
w 26,25°C 
39,21°C 
26,1 eC
u
V
10,85 m/s 
0,008 m/s 
0,00811
STAT ION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3 STATION 4 STATION 5
T -T T -T T -T T -T T -T
I
(mm) T(°C) t -T
-J3. w
T(°C) w
T -T 
g w
T(°C)
w
T -T g w
T(°C) wT -T 
g w
T(°C) w
T -T 
g w
0,0 26,31 0,000 26,25 0,000 26,24 0,000 26,23 0,000 26,21 0,000
1,0 34,16 0,610 34,08 0,604 33,87 0,588 33,83 0,585 33,77 0,500
2,0 36,13 0,762 36,07 0,758 35.97 0,750 35,94 0,748 35,87 0,742
2,5 36,36 0,780 36,31 0,776 36,2? 0,769 36,11 0,761 36,07 0,758
3,0 36,62 0,800 36,54 0,794 36,49 0,790 36,41 0,784 36,29 0,775
3,5 36,00 0,814 36,66 0,803 36,59 0,798 36,49 0,790 36,41 0,784
4,0 37,10 0,837 37,01 0,830 36,97 0,827 36,80 0,814 36,57 0,796
4,5 37,28 0,851 37,21 0,846 37,11 0,038 36,88 0,820 36,84 0,817
5,0 37,47 0,866 37,28 0,851 37,24 0,848 37,10 0,837 36,94 0,825
6,0 37,88 0,897 37,77 0,809 37,33 0,855 37,27 0,850 37,21 0,846
7,0 38,15 0,910 37,94 0,902 37,84 0,894 37,75 0,087 37,46 0,865
8,0 38,43 0,940 38,39 0,937 38,26 0,927 37,98 0,905 37,78 0,8909,0 37,20 0,945 38,48 0,944 38,41 0,938 38,25 0,926 38,10 0,91410,0 38,59 0,952 38,54 0,948 38,50 0,945 38,42 0,939 38,26 0,927
12,0 30,78 0,967 38,73 0,963 38,69 0,960 38,65 0,957 38,56 0,95014,0 38,87 0,974 38,83 0,971 38,83 0,971 38,80 0,968 38,70 0,96116,0 38,98 0,982 30,91 0,977 38,89 0,975 38,85 0,972 30,78 0,96718,0 39,15 0,995 39,09 0,991 39,04 0,987 39,02 0,905 38,92 0,97820,0
25.0
30.0
50.0
39,21 1 ,000 39,10
39,21
0,998 
1 ,000
39,13
39,21
0,994 
1 ,000
39,11 
39, 16 
39,21
0,992 
0,996 
1 ,000
39,05
39,15
39,21
0,988 
0,995 
1,000
EXPERIMENT: VI_
T = 26,13°C * 10,85 m/s
w
T = 39,54°C vw - 0,112 m/s
To = 26,0 °C F - 0,01032
STATION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3 STATU3N 4
STATKDN 5
T -T T -T T - Aw T(°C)
T -Tw T(°C)
T -'T*
y T(°C) w T(°C) T(°C)
(mm) T -T o w
T -T g w V Tw
T -T
a w
1 i
, 9...."
0,0 26,14
__d - -
0,000 26,13 0,000 26,13 0,000 26,13 0,000
26,13 0,000
1,0
2,0
34 ,19 0,601 34,10 0,594 33,99 0,586 33,91 0,500
33,83 0,574
36,43 0,768 36,31 0,759 36,25 0,755 36,19 0,750
36,13 0,746
2,5 36,67 0,786 36,60 0,781 36,54 0,776 36,48 0,772
36,44 0,769
3,0 36,93 n P95 36,86 0,800 36,78 0,794 36,70 0,788
36,58 0,779
3,5 37,13 L,, 820 37,05 0,814 36,98 0,009 36,80 0,796
36,72 0,790
4,0 37,43 0,843 37,38 0,839 37,21 0,826 37,14 0,821
37,03 0,813
4,5 37,58 0,854 37,54 0,851 37/9 0,847 37,39 0,840
37,35 0,837
5,0 37,77 0,868 37,69 0,862 37,62 0,857 37,57 0,053
37,46 0,84 5
6,0 38,19 0,899 38,13 0,895 33,06 0,890 37,98 0,804
37,92 0,879
7,0 38,48 0,921 38,40 0,915 38,24 0,903 38,16 0,897
38,00 0,891
8,0 38,76 0,942 38,71 0,93d 38,63 0,932 30,55 0,926
38,36 0,912
9,0 38,83 0,947 30, GO 0,945 38,75 0,941 38,71 0,938
38,52 0,924
10,0 38,94 0,955 38,87 0,950 38,86 0,949 38,83 0,947 38,75
0,941
12,0 39,14 0,970 39,10 0,967 38,94 0,955 38,08 0,951 38,87
0,950
14,0 39,20 0,975 39,15 0,971 39,12 0,969 39,06 0,964 39,02
0,96!
16,0 39,34 0,985 39,27 0,980 39,24 0,978 39,14 0,970 39,12
0,969
18,0 39,49 0,996 39,43 0,992 39,34 0,985 39,29 0,981 39,22
0,976
20,0 39,54 1 ,000 39,51 0,998 39,46 0,994 39,38 0,988 39,34
0,985
25,0 39,54 1,000 39,54 1,000 39,45 0,993 39,39 0,989
30,0 39,54 1,000 39,50 0,997
50,0
EXPERIMENT : VII
To
= 25,B9°C
“ 40,01“C
= 25,7 °C
u v = 10,80 m/s
v = 0,128 m/s
=■ 0,01185
w
y
(mm)
STATION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3 STATION 4 STATION 5
T(°C)
T -T w
T -T g w
TTC)
T -Tw
T -T g w
T(°C)
T -T
w
T -T g w
T(°C) 1 
1
T(eC)
k 
?
1
0,0 25,90 0,000 25,89 0,000 25,09 0,000 25,88 0,000 25,88 0,000
1,0 34,36 0,600 34,23 0,591 34,14 0,584 33,99 0,574 33,94 0,570
2,0 36,71 0,766 36,56 0,756 36,51 0,752 36,35 0,741 36,34 0,740
2,5 36,96 0,784 36,89 0,779 36,82 0,774 36,76 0,770 36,71 0,766
3,0 37,21 0,802 37,13 0,796 37,06 0,791 36,97 0,705 36,86 0,777
3,5 37,38 0,814 37,36 0,812 37,27 0,806 37,10 0,794 37,02 0,786
4,0 37,76 0,841 37,69 0,836 37,52 0,824 37,45 0,819 37,36 0,812
4,5 37,92 0,352 37,89 0,850 37,82 0,845 37,71 0,837 37,69 0,836
5,0 38,12 0,866 38,05 0,861 37,98 0,856 37,39 0,850 37,84 0,846
6,0 38,56 0,897 38,49 0,892 38,41 0,887 30,32 0,800 38,29 0,878
7,0 38,87 0,919 38,78 0,913 38,60 0,900 38,53 0,895 38,46 0,890
8,0 39,16 0,940 39,11 0,936 39,04 0,931 38,94 0,924 30,74 0,910
9,0 39,23 0,945 39,23 0,945 39,13 0,938 39,12 0,937 38,95 0,925
10,0 39,36 0,954 39,28 0,948 39,28 0,940 39,28 0,940 39,19 0,942
12,0 39,57 0,969 39,53 0,966 39,36 0,954 39,33 0,952 39,33 0,952
14,0 39,64 0,974 39,57 0,969 39,54 0,967 39,53 0,966 39,52 0,965
16,0 39,81 0,986 0,978 39,67 0,9/6 39,63 0,973 39,61 0,972
18,0 39,94 0,995 39,88 0,991 39,80 0.985 39,77 0,983 39,66 0,975
20,0 40,01 1,000 39,95 0,996 39,97 0,99,’ 39,88 0,991 39,81 0,986
25,0 40,0. 1,000 40,0i 1 ,000 '9,32 0,998 39,91 0,993
0,0 40,01 1 ,000
50,0
X
o 
o 
o
ftfc rtjr<N 
en d
L
S.iiriR£«JTIN£ TO ALL Hi. ATE THE INITIAL TURBULENT TEMPERATURE PROF It t L
Rt- r t l .  E T A U O O I  i  X ( & 0 > , X I  ( 6 0 ) , Y l  1 0 0 ) . Y O f i t t  T ( l O G )
REAL TrAUi) l.,nu< 100),RUO( )00)
6 flTNI I mi n
Du / .1^ 1 , | y
r(vll*iOS(U)«TIMFS
r o i  ) )  •■((.). r l i r * I J E / ( 2 . 0 0 » i  P( IY )  )
'■■(NO, i t  . 10  U / T I N P
i ( l ) » 0 , 0 0  
R': < 1 1 - 0 . 0 0  
1N T f«L 3 < 1 >-0.00 
IMTOI :(1 1-0.00 
OS(1l-TW/TIMPS 
i-' F*> T AU/ (u. 50«R| iO' IY > • Uf •Ul. I 
PR(IY>-MU<lYl-C 1/LAMEDAI1Y)
ITRI IE (6. 1 *.3)ER I 
1 j FORMAT ITS. "Fr ( . , j Jjj.fcj 
DO 1 I *■ I , I Y
PRlllI).-(MU(IYItEP(I))/(MU<IY)/PR(IY)+eP(I)/PRT>1 i MNTINUH
r«Ci 2 u « l , !Y
C 0 N T I W , E ^ '*<°"ekfkU-OV"<KL/( ^ T (CF/i.0 )  > )•< I.O-FD(J)) I 
DO i 1 = 1', iy 
J“ I -1
Fl INC I I) - I I . O-PRM (Cl)/STRESS W)
FUMCII> -1t.O-PRMI I I)/STRESSI 1)
3 cS n i l E  )*,INT,:'L3(J,t<Fl,NC ‘I'^UNCI J) ).,8TRES6< I )-5TRES$(U). '2.00 
DO 20 I •= 1 , 1Y
IMTC.L111 )-EXP(-|NT0L3( I > )
20 CONTINUE 
no q J - 2, I Y
4 CiiNHhul 
DO 5 1-2,iy
3 CONTINU'
LNTHAt PY PROF 11.)
DO 6 1-2.IY
&EXPERIMENT : V I I I
T = 26,12eC = 4,95 m/s
w 00
T ■ 44,84°C u « 0,021 m/s00 W
T0 = 25,5 °C F 0,00424
STATION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3 STATION 4 STATION 5
y
(mm)
T(°C)
T -Tw
T -T 
g w
T(°C)
T -Tw
T -T 
g w
T(°C) 1 
1 
S
T
T(°C)
e-t 
i, tr 
1 
fH T(°C) i 
i
0,0 26,12 0,000 26,12 0,000 26,12 0,000 26,12 0,000 26,11 0,000
1,0 35,51 0,500 35,43 0,496 35,32 0,490 35,34 0,491 35,26 0,487
2,0 38,90 0,681 38,85 0,678 38,79 0,675 38,75 0,673 38,70 0,670
2,5 39,43 0,709 39,33 0,704 39,26 0,700 39,18 0,696 39,17 0,695
3,0 40,10 0,745 40,01 0,740 40,16 0,748 39,97 0,738 39,90 0,734
3,5 40,69 0,776 40,70 0,777 40,78 0,781 40,67 0,775 40,69 0,776
4,0 40,97 0,791 40,85 0,785 40,84 0,784 40,87 0,786 40,85 0,785
4,5 41,30 0,809 41,49 0,819 41,29 0,808 41,23 0,805 41,34 0,811
5,0 41,51 0,820 41 ,49 0,819 41,55 0,822 41,44 0,816 41 ,42 0,815
6,0 42,17 0,855 42,06 0,849 41,98 0,845 41,92 0,842 41,89 0,840
7,0 42,75 0,886 42,62 0,879 42,56 0,876 42,51 0,873 42,47 0,871
8,0 42,83 0,890 42,81 0,889 42,73 0,885 42,68 0,882 42,66 0,861
9,0 43,22 0,911 43,29 0,915 43,20 0,910 43,16 0,908 43,11 0,905
10,0 43,44 0 ,9 :3 4 3,46 0,924 43,43 0,922 43,41 0,921 43,33 0,917
12,0 43,67 0,935 43,58 0,939 43,59 0,931 43,56 0,929 43,50 0,926
14,0 44,12 0,959 43,93 0,949 44,06 0,956 43,99 0,952 44,05 0,955
16,0 44,29 0,968 44,23 0,965 44,23 0,965 44,18 0,962 44,16 0,961
18,0 44,51 0,980 44,55 0,982 44,48 0,978 44,48 0,978 44,46 0,977
20,0 44,66 0,988 44,70 0,990 44,70 0,990 44,65 0,987 44,63 0,906
25,0 44,80 0,995 44,83 0,997 44,85 0,998 44,76 ,993 44,72 0,991
30.0
50.0
44,89 1,000 44,89 1,000 44,89 1,000 44,80
44,89
0,995 
1,000
44,81
44,89
0,996
1 ,000
EXPERIMEN : V I I I
T - 26,12°C - 4,95 m/s
T = 44,84°C u * 0,021 m/soo W
To = 25,5 °C F 0,00424
STATION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3 STATION 4
M1 ON 5
y
(mm)
T(°C)
T -Tw T(°C)
T -Tw T(°C)
T -Tw T(°C)
T -Tw T(°C)
T -Tw
T -T q w
T -T g w
T -T 
9 w
T -T 
g w
T -T 
9 w
0,0 26,12 0,000 26,12 0,000 26,12 0,000 26,12 0,000 26,11 0,000
1,0 35,51 0,500 35,43 0,496 35,32 0,490 35,34 0,491 35,26 0,487
2,0 38,90 0,681 38,85 0,678 38,79 0,675 38,75 0,673 38,70 0,670
2,5 39,43 0,709 39,33 0,704 39,26 0,700 39,18 0,696 39,17 0,695
3,0 40,10 0,745 40,01 0,740 40,16 0,748 39,97 0,738 39,90 0,734
3,5 40,69 0,776 40,70 0,777 40,78 0,781 40,67 0,775 40,69 0,776
4,0 40,97 0,791 40,85 0,785 40,84 0,784 40,87 0,786 40,85 0, ’’85
4,5 41,30 0,809 41 ,49 0,819 41,29 0,808 41,23 0,805 41,34 0,811
5,0 41,51 0,820 41 ,49 0,819 41,55 0,822 41,44 0,816 41 ,42 0,815
6,0 42,17 0,855 42,06 0,849 41,98 0,845 41,92 0,842 41,89 0,840
7,0 42,75 0,886 42,62 0,879 42,56 0,876 42,51 0,873 42,47 0,871
8,0 42,83 0,890 42,81 0,889 42,73 0,885 42,68 0,882 42,66 0,881
9,0 43,22 0,911 43,29 0,915 43,20 0,910 43,16 0,908 43,11 0,905
10,0 43,44 0,923 43,46 0,924 43,43 0,922 43,41 0,921 43,33 0,917
12,0 43,67 0,935 43,58 0,930 43,59 0,931 43,56 0,929 43,50 0,926
14,0 44,12 0,959 43,93 0,949 44,06 0,956 43,99 0,952 44,05 0,955
16,0 44,29 0,968 44,23 0,965 44,23 0,965 44,18 0,962 44,16 0,961
18,0 44,51 0,980 44,55 0,982 44,48 0,978 44,48 0,978 44,46 0,977
20,0 44,66 0,988 44,70 0,990 44,70 0,990 44,65 0,987 44,63 0,906
25,0 44,80 0,995 44,83 0,997 44,85 0,998 44,76 0,993 44,72 0,991
30.0
50.0
44,89 1,000 44,89 1,000 44,89 1,000 44,80
44,89
0,995 
1,000
44,81
44,89
0,996 
1 ,000
EXPERIMEN I IX
w
T,
To
25,95°C 
44,95°C 
25,5 °C
u<,
v
w
5,01 m/s 
0,04 5 m/s 
0,00898
STAT ION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3 STATION 4 STATION 5
T -T T -T T -T T -T T -Ty
(mm) T (°C)
w
T -T 
g w
T(°C) w
T -T g w
T(°C) w
T -T
w
T(°C)
w
T -T 
g w
T(°C)
w
T -T CJ w
0,0 25,96 0,000 25,95 0,000 25,95 0,000 25,95 0,000 25,95 0,000
1,0 35,36 0,495 35,34 0,494 35,26 0,490 35,11 0,482 35,05 0,479
2,0 37,92 0,630 38,00 0,634 38,03 0,636 38,13 0,641 38,09 0,639
2,5 38,59 0,665 38,57 0,664 38,53 0,662 38,49 0,660 38,66 0,669
3,0 39,31 0,703 39,25 0,700 39,27 0,701 39,16 0,695 39,46 0,71 1
3,5 39,73 0,725 39,69 0,723 39,71 0,724 39,61 0,719 39,71 0,724
4,0 39,97 0,738 39,93 0,736 39,92 0,735 39,86 0,732 39,92 0,735
4,5 40,33 0,757 40,30 0,755 40,18 0,749 40,11 0,745 40,03 0,741
5,0 40,73 0,778 40,71 0,777 40,77 0,780 40,69 0,776 40,56 0,769
6,0 41,15 0,800 41,11 0,798 41,17 0,801 41,06 0,795 41,00 0,792
7,0 41 ,76 0,832 41,74 0,831 41,70 0,829 41,72 0,830 41,66 0,827
8,0 42,18 0,854 42,20 0,855 42,12 0,851 42,12 0,851 42,04 0,847
9,0 42,52 0,872 42,50 0,871 42,48 0,870 42,44 0,868 42,39 0,865
10,0 42,96 0,895 43,03 0,899 43,03 0,899 42,90 0,892 42,86 0,890
12,0 43,26 0,911 43,22 0,909 43,28 0,912 43,20 0,908 43,15 0,905
14,0 43,89 0,944 43,79 0,939 43,79 0,939 43,83 0,941 43,81 0,940
16,0 44,32 0,967 44,29 0,965 44,30 0,966 44,23 0,962 44,17 0,959
18,0 44,53 0,978 44,48 0,975 44,46 0,974 44,44 0,973 44,40 0,971
20,0 44,67 0,985 44,68 0,986 44,65 0,984 44,57 0,980 44,53 0,978
25.0
30.0
50.0
44,91 0,998 44,86
44,95
0,995
1,000
44,84
44,95
0,994 
1 ,000
44,80
44,91
0,992
0,998
44,76
44,93
44,95
0,990 
0,999 
1,000
APPENDIX I
SI C O M P A R I S O N  OF  K I C K L E Y  E T  A L  (17) R E S U L T S
Vnsucc.s.£vl. csmr,risen o£ data as prosar.tad for run S-!9b
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APPENDIX F
FI INITIAL PROFILES
'
Presentation of initial two profiles to start the solution 
of the energy equation. Equation 5.5.9 is used to generate
these profiles.
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APPENDIX G
G1 COMPUTER PRCCDAJ:
Inputs to the grogram:
XTR - value of x at which blowing begins
IY - number of f| grid points
NX — number of computing stations
DX - step length in £ direction
X(l) - initial station, in m
H - first n step
K - ratio of adjacent steps
UINF - free stream flow velocity, m/s
TW - wall temperature, ° C
TINF - free stream flow temperature, °C
DUDX - pressure gradient, in s
PSTAT - static pressure, in Pa
VW1 - injection velocity, m/s
KL - universal mixing length constant
»  «■
MW'iVWl ul,£ X I (MAINLiU*40lB,nAlNFL»40IB, TAFEt-MA INUU. TAPE7«=I1AI Ml-L . 
•STCFn>40Ui, TAFEji-i.VCFU: ) 
f Aui'.pAll Tu ••ul.vt THE Murii NTUn AnTi ENtR"V EClUATIuN'j FUN 
uOMF'FiE: ilblE lAMHIAR OF: fllhMU EMT bOIJi'inARY I AYE I- FI OH 
H i m  lUi Uuri Oh IN liXTION AT HIE HAU AMO PRESSURE URAOIENT
AN LOOT VI- LUc I TY FOFMf ILAT 1 ON I o U:E |i FuFi THE KEVNul.OS STf<U iS 
A Ti.Kftfl.Af ION EOUATION I : l:E.O F"F; 1 HP TURFui ENT I KANOTL No.
CAT 1.1H AT lull I r i XPEKINENTAi. HOO .-.UN HaTA RON 2
REAL IL.FX.FXt.PTAMP. IPI.FOR.Ml 2 
REAL Al*A.5l.ei*6.n
I.lAi V< IvO) • ET A( 1001 . YODEL l Ivu) , Yul (At 1001
FFAl F M  , 11hi> ,F 01 4. 100» ,F 111114. 100) .UV< 100) ,Ftl( .UUI
REAL EF < luO) .CMOS, 1 I, F;( ■>:. . 3) .t"OVI 100) , >1 .OW.TiMti
REAL X(fcO).X I(601
REAL I .H.OX.FXI.MIKIOO).RHO(IOO)
REAL Fhi 1001 .CPI 100), LANUT'AI 100). T ( loo) . T HE T AR ( 100) .FRI ( 100)
REAL 014, 1001, YdtiELT I 100) ,PRT, T0( 100), THETAI 100)
RFAL TW.1 INF,TINES, tCLT 
REAL ri8TR(41,NU
REAL tiE L , EOfeL, CF, USTR.UE. UEO. UINF. TAU, PP, AP 
REAL RETA.IiUliX, TTA, RX, RNEl , RTTA. FSTAT 
REAL T .VW.VWU.VWl .VWP.FDtl 
REAL DIFSl.tilFSS
REA) Al. EH. Cl, 01. El. FI. 01. HI, 11, Jt. I 1.J2.K2 
REAL XX(102).VY<102)
MlMENS ION MIN. H12).TITLE12),TITLEXC2)
REAL X I , x;:, X3. X4. X5. XX . X ITR. XTR
TALF (F'HO MU, X , tn.it)X . UEO. NC . 1 V 1*0. 02‘*75«RH0( IY I • ( X < NC ) »[iL JEO) •*2.0
• X( (RH01 IY )* ( X (NC ) •CiUDXHIECl) *X (NC ) XMUl 1VI ) ••0.20)
DA IA
XTA* O.25000 
IY• 100 
NX-: I
WRITE(7.600INX 
WR1TE<6.E00)NX 
800 .FORMAT ( • ).. 14 )
HlX "0.0750 
H*0.0100 
XII1-0.14/
X(2)*'0. 297 
XI i)«0. ;:47 
x<4)-o.I 7 
1<51-0.547 
Xl<.)"0.fc»7 
X<7)«0. :i4 7 
Xl$l-0.8?7 
X<9)-0.Y47 
XIIOI»0.a*7 
I I I I)*l.u47 
I I,030 
MINE-I 4.>3 
TW25.UU 
TINE SI. on 
t».l|IX»0. 00 
PS f A1 “ I 4 .  4 
vwl 'H. 0/ 41)00 
IL-0.4
vuu-wn ZU1NF 
UEO«UlHF«O.T'»
LAIrt(i.>»>)
y/ - fOKilAl ( TAi-JOLUTION OR l<i HINDARY LAYER EuUAriLi’ FOR FLOW OVER A
« ;.i LI Ai E WITH vIKTION OR IH WCTION nT THE VMLL ./T6. 1001 >
I.RI IE < o. lOOullllHF , f*lOX , VWU 
000 KORHIH <//I 10. “Hlrl* . Dl j.i. " I0."[IUDX-",D*3.6," 1/S"
*,//!10,"VWZUIHF*".Ii .11
CAl LUl AT Ion uF INITIAL FREE STREAM FLUID FROFERT I Ei, 
r o * T w » :  7 3. It.
TlHF-TINF♦*73.16
VF(IV)^(2.4E-7e< T4HF-3OO.0l»e2.0t3.iiE-5«(TINF-300.0)*1.00491•
• I. i-E s
1 IMF' v- I lUr-UEOH ■ 0/(2. 00*CF I I YH
LAMFUAC IVf-l-3. Li T iNF'i- 300.01 ••2. u» 3. EE-3* I T INF 5-300.O H
u*i.oe-2
Rhii. IY I (FilATfuSl 3.6)« >.e0»/l287. 1*1 INF 5)
RHOI 1 ) “ (Fa TAT ♦SSI 3.6) ■9,609/ < 207. HIM)
CALlIKATE MU
MEK IYI-(1.646*1 IT!NFS/300.0)••1.501*(410.00/1TINF3*110.0)I HI.OE-5 
CALCULATE TAU
TAll- T Ai IF (RHO, MU, X . DUDX , UEQ, NC. I Y I
WRITE!6.*1 I)TAU,RHOI1Y).MU(IY).CP(IYI,LAMBOAI IV)
I I FORMAT I/T3. *TAU 1 “ . Dl 3.5.5X. MRHOt'* . DI 3.5. 6 X • "MU«M , Dl 3. 5 • 3X .
*"CP«".013.6,:X."LAMBDA*".DIO.6)
DLFIME FARAMETERS
N* IY-4.U0
00 Tu 21 
DO I 1-2,NX 
< ( I HX < I - I ItDX
1 CONTINUE 
21 I INI INI IE
DO 2 u* I .NX
x 11 J > - MU ( 1 Y)*RHO( IYi*X( J)*< X( J) *tiUDX/2.0O*UE0)2 CONTINUE
x I TF 111J ( I Y ) •RHO( I Y ) • XTR* ( XTReDUDX/2. O+UEO)
CfNEFATE I TA POINTS 
l"ALL GVHOKH.l;, l.'.tTA)
CA1.CH.A1E CONSTANTS FOR MATRIX A
t I GVMOLIH.I .Al .M ,1 I ,D1 ,t I .Fl .XI. X2.X3. X4.X5. X6)
NC-I
5 cALI OVIloi(X.DUDX.UEO,IE.BETA.NC,PP.AF.TAU.RHO.MU,VWI.USTR,VHP.VW. 
* IY)
IF(XINCI.IT.0.00/160 TO 3uOO 
IF I X (HC l.l 1.0. 7>7ITW*jiXl.l6 
IFlXlNCI.IE.0.7*7 ITU-296.16 
IFINi .10. I 11,0 In I 
C.i) in 1 <
FDD- TAl I* (2. Ou« XIIIO 1 **0.50/(RHOI I Y ) •UE*UE«NU( 1 Y ) )
CON flNi E
r> 
r- 
n
Ciil.L OVMi>4 l Ef A, TAU, I'U. Mi l.KHu. P• PD. 1Y. fiUDX • VW. NC• FDCi. NOEL. UE.PP,
«Af1. X 1 ,Mi,TR11':TR,EIiEl• ['EI .FID
i.
CALL 6VH05(FD. F'filj> K. H . 1Y.NC.ETA)
N l T68- '>.
Nt" A-MC 
m .Ah-N i 
Ni-'lUDI.:
I K N C . E D .  JlC. TCI > 
t in  15 I *1 . IY 
m i l  I )»N .I(  1Y ) 
r.iI.J(I). Rnul I Y )
15 CvnTlNliE 
00 iO 2«i
)  CONTI HUE 
fiO U  I« 1  , IY
n u i  I 1 = 1 l . S 4 t « (  m  n / 3 C i > . 0 ) e « l . 5 l » ( 4 l O . O Z ( m  1 * 1 1 0 . 0 1 )  l » l . 0 E - 5  
RHO( 1 ) - ( F  ST AT 1 3 .  L I  * ».SO»Z< 2 8 7 .  1« T ( l  1 1
16 CONTINUE 20 COM I INI IE
CAE L i . V M V t U l  .E T A .F U L i.  rH O .nU , AF, t iE L .E P .N C .N C A .  D STR .KL .N C A I , Nl A Z . 
•U l  N I T E R . I Y , X . T A M . F P T l  
C CALCULATION OF I N I T I A L  TURBULENT TEMPERATURE PROFILE
CALL GVHU71ETA. X. XI . TAU. FL, Mll.RHO, F U. I Y . NC . Nl'EL .UE.T.O.CP.
•LA' OA.NUELT.BELT.FATiEF.tw.TINF.TINFS.TOI 
£0.2)00 TO 82 
I
IF < RHO, ni.i, X . BUD X UEO. NC. IY I 
*:i'.RT<2.0»XI (NC: )z <RHO( lYleUEeUEeMUl IYI )
SOOO
:,A. X. XI,Nl , lY .n U .R H O .F .F t i .F t iD . r iU B X . r j f c L .U E .U IN F .K
• .IR.NT .1
CALL OVUCl.L lE T A ,  X, x 1 , NC, IY . MU, RHO. B E L , TW, T INF . UE, BELT. T . 0 .
• NI.FLT, CF ,1 AMBtiA, 1 INFS. TO)
BO 14 1-1.IV
R H O * I ) » (  S T A r « S 5 t 3 . t ) » F . 6 0 9 Z ( 2 e 7 .  1 « T ( I  I )
14 luNTINUE
IFINC.EC.2100 Tu 82 
NC -NC • I
TAU-TAuF(RHu,MU,X,&UDX.UEO > NC,IV) 
iSO Tu 35 
82 CONTINUE
SET Ur DO LOOP IN X DIRECTION
IE-IV-4 
OR-O 
NXI-NX41 
*5 NITER-0
IF IX(Ni I.LT.O.7*7)TH-300.It 
IF l x (N, l.OE.O. 7*7 ITW. . It 
NC -NC * I
IF INC. £U. NX ! I SI Ur 
Ml A - Mi* - ; « OR 
Nil IF*’..-1* A 
IF(NDIF I 5,4,15 ) NCAl-2 
nv a ; . - i  
0 0  10 6 
4 MCAI » I
jO TO <
5
MV A.":t HfJllNUt
II (Mi A.Nt 3)uO 10 17
oft*or<*i
17 CONTINUfc 
l CALCULATE UE,lcTA,B« ANO At
C
C CALC til. ATE ThU Tuft NEW :• TAT I ON
C
P*l‘ (ML )
K-SOfiTIFKl)
MAT*-NI. m
IE INI TEK. tO. OlMAT-^NC Al
TAil-mil tVI*F:Hu< IV 1 *UE*UE«F DO I HAT . I 1/1 x
C
CALL UVHO»IX. lilltix . UEO.UE. LETA. NC . PF , HI , TAU, phil.MU. VWl .LI Tf.. VWF . VW.
• IV)
C
C CALCULA1E BuUNOAKV CONDI.IONS
C
P«4.I> — CVHZUEenUlIV))•<X1(NCi-XITN)/FX 
I PIT »l.0
PTAMP^P(4.11*1•(IPltl.OltPcNCAl, 1  
P< 4 . 2) “F T AMP / (I p 1 •l.F l )
WRITE (6.^9: )p(4, 1 ) .F (4,2)
>9*1 FORMAT I//14,- F ( 4 .  1 )-•*. D 1 3 . 6 - 6 * .  “ P (  4,2 ) - " . D13.6. ' /  )
C CALCULATE VUCOi-ITV DENSITY PARAMETERS
DO 10 1*1.IV
crivi 11*-( <T< I l/TIIVl )««0.5I»( <T( IVlt 110.01/(T(I HI O.ul )
Rl T(I) . ( F : I A T t e 5 l 3 . 4 > e 9 . S 0 9 / < 2 S 7 .!•!( Ili
mu I)*(1.646*1(T<I»/3CC.01*#1.9l«C410.0/(T(IltiI0,0i))»l.Ci -b 
i>(Il»(2.4£-7«(T0((1-300.01**2.OtS.OE S'(TO(I 1-300.0It 004/i*
• t.OEi
LAMBDA( n - ( - 3 . 2 E " 9 e < T (  1 1 - 3 0 0 . 0 ) * * 2 . 0 * 3 .  6 E - 3 *  ( T (  I I • <..l« . 4 .  I
• * I.OE-2
FR(Il-IUM I)*CF(I)/LAMBDA(I I
10 CONTINUE 
00 10 S5 
MR ITE(6.131
13 FORMAT(/Tfc.-CDV".T24."RHO".T40."MU".T5b."CF".T70."LAMBDA". 
•TsS.-PR",/)
DO II I«I. IV
MRITEIfc. UICDVI I I ,RII0( ll.MUIil.CFCI I .LAMBDA ( I I . FR ( I I
11 CONTINUE
12 FORM/iT( 6 ( 3X.D13.6I I 
55 CONTINi'E
C CALCULATE Ebi1
90 CAl l C.VIUK (XI.ETA.FI I Rid). MU. AP. DEL. EF. NC . NCA. DSTR. I L, NC AI. Ml A. . 
•ME.NITER. 1 V. X, TAIJ.FRl 1 
1FINITER.OT.10)00 TO 6 
0(4. I l*(CP( I IbTMI/ICF'I 1 VXTINF)
WRITEIC,99'2)0(4,1 I 
9992 FORMA!1/16,"0(4.ll»H.DV3.6.1
C
C CALCULATE EDS! DASH
C
C OENEAAlt A
CALL i".Vhu3(A. AI.BI.Cl.til.EI.fi. XI. X2.X3.X4.X5.X6. XI, Mi .1 , IY.P,
•F D.FDD.NCA.NCAl.NITER.BETA,ETA,EF,CDV)
C iCNERAlE I
C AIL GVHiiv ( XI .F ,r(j. Ftiu. MCA. MCA l.NCA^MC. IY.NITER, B. KHO. BETA!
C
c noiiirv A Amu b
b n  , I l»IH l. n-A< 1. I )*F (4, l )-ACI |2I*P(4.2I 
m i i=-f c . i >-a <2. n*Ft-ii:i 
A(IE I,41-AIIE I,41+AIIE-1,5)
AU£. "S>-A< IE. 2HA< 1E.4I*A( IE.51 
Ml 1,1)»O.Gv 
AI i > I l-A. Oil 
Al 1,2) »o. «*0 
AI IE. 4) '.•.Oil 
AI IE-1 iS)10. oil 
A<IE,St-O.00 
i All. AAZMI A, b.N)
C 'oHVERT h TO m i  IF)
CAIL OVMloiF F, IV)
CAt i GVHIHF.Fti.l .M, lyt
I:AI L OVIIlilF .ETA.FD,FTiO.K.H, IV)
i.
C t iTAbLlVM LLioE OF buoM-ARV I AVER
CALL OVUV3tFD,NOEL.ETA,ELEL.IV)
C i.Ai.CUl ATE liEl STAR
I Ml L 0VH14 tHI. X I ,RHO,UE,NtMEL,K,H.D6Tr:,NC,ETA. IV)
C
TEST FOR CONVthOENCE 
NT I -NC A
IF (NITER. ElT. 0)NT 1 »NC A t
C
C
WRITEI6.5555)FD0(4,I).FDD(NT 1,I)
5S55 FORHATITS. “PDti(4. D--.DI l.fc, M AND PDDINTl, t )-".Dli.fc)
Si DIFSI<PDD<4< I>-FDDI NT 1, 1)
|i|FS2-DF TR< 4) -DSTRINT11 
MFS1-ABSCD1FS1)
7 DIFS2-AI i<DIFS2)
CAIL GVHlSlF .FD.PDD.DSTR.KA, IV )
WllTEIt. 7777)DIFS I,DlrS2.NITER 
7777 FOkMAI1/ IS, "DIF SI-1',D)3.*. ' AND DlFSx»u,D13.A.5X,14."TH ITER 
•ATloM",)
IFIDIFSI.LT.0.05 .AND.DIFS2.LT.0.01100 TOO 
Ail TER -NI Tt R U  
iXi TO *0
a o n  iniir
c
C THE SOLUTION HAS NOW CONVERGED
t CALCH ATE THETA
Al L GVHI&lFIi. X I, RHO. HE , NDEL,) .H. DSTR.TTA.NC ETA.NiTA, IV I 
C SUDROHIIMF. I" r Al i HI ATE THE VAMAbl E-, REOUIREO FOR PRINTIN',
CALI uVH17(F , Fll.TDIi. IV, O' A. MDtL ,CF , HV. FD. USTR. 1C . TAU, RX . RT1 A.
•RObT.iV.VOI IA.VOD'1 .FHO.MH. X I ,fc I A. X , Mi. .EDEL, DEL, TVA)
C GENERATE R AMD 0
CA1 L lVHI@IR,AI.bl.CI.DI.El.Fl,Xl.Nl,1 .IV.F.FD.Ni A.MCA1. 
•EP.FR.FRT .C tiV, Mil AS, ETA)
C Al I i,VH19< X I , f  n .FDD.HCA.Ni-Al.NCAZ-.HC , I V .O , G, A l . 6 1 ,  • 1 .
• CDViHE, 1 IMF. i R.l .11 I
C MODIFY R or ID 0
011,11*0(1,1 )-C,<4, I >*R< 1, 11 
IF.|V.':
Ml*IV-2 
R( I, I ) "ii.OU
CM IF.I)-01 IF,1)-RI IF,3)
K ( IF. 5 ) V i . I l l i
iTAl L  F t t o U t K . O . N l U
c A t  i- r . v i i : . . ! <0 . 0 , i v . n c A i
i At I. uVtt-1 ( TO.O. IV. T .UV. CP. TINF. THETA. 1W)
L At L  0 V11 - • ;  ( t H L  I A . n r . d l .  T . E T A . E Ok" I. f  . I Y ) . ,  „ , v
i At I 0V I I - 31G . M U . U V ,  T O ,  A H ' j , C D V , P R ,  X t  . O H . S  T ,  A l  , B 1 • L I . O W D . K .  I Y .
•  H '- . CP)
MI.>rii(R<N' A l / U A  
MHO UTlLl .
WR116(4 . 1 no I ) N.
,001 POP HA I . / Z / / / T 10, " S T A T I U N 1- . 14 , / T i O ,  , l ( " - - l . / )
HP 1 1 1 ( 6 .1 0 101 X ( MC I 
1010 FtlAMAI ( /  / T I O .  “ X“ " . D l  3 .4  )
UP IT P. (6 . I O I  I ) XI (MC )
,011  F 0 A M A 1 I / T 1 0 . " X l  ‘ . D I 3 . 6 I  
up 11E \ 6 , , o I : ) M I T E A  
1 0 1 *  p . ip I-I A 1 ( /  1 10 ,  " NO up I TEAAT |0M " , 1 4 / / )
U K l I l  ( 6 .  1 iu 2 > l 'E l  . E l 'H  . D iTR O li-  A ) . T TA 
1002 FOA'MAl < /  /  T 5 . "DEL « " . D 1 : .6,5* . " H  ADEt. . 11 3 . 6 , 5 % ,  " B E L a T A " " ,
. [ . I  3 .6 . 5 X , “  TUP TA«“  . D1 i . 6 . “  ( f  11 “ )
W F I 1 E ( 6 . 1 0 0 3 ) T A U . U S T R , C F , P f . Al 
I , , , ,3  FORMAT ( / T 5 .  “  T AU« “ . DI 3 . 6 . 5 X ,  " t) i .TAA“ " , D l 3 . 6 , 5 X , * C F - “  , D13. 6 .
, "P'PLLi , r u 3 . 6 . 9 X ,  -AT I US*" . D 1 3 . 6 )
W R IT fc l t .  1004  ) F.X. A'OEu. R T TA , H12
1004 FORMAT</T5,“AEX«".CU 3.6,5%," R E B E L .B13.6.5X,"AETHETA-",
• I I 1 3 .6 . 5 X  , “HI ' , 0 1 3 . 6 )
UR I I E ( 6 . tUU5)UE
1005 F O R M A T ( /T 5 .MU E * " . B 1 3 . 6 , "  M /S " )
1006 FORMAT( / / T 6 . " Y I M ) " . T 2 4 , " P " . T 4 0 , " P B " , T 5 5 . " F - B B " . T 6 9 , " U / U E " .
•  T i 4  , “ Y/T TA“  . TP>y. ' EP" . /  )
10 0 7  FORMAT,7 ( 3 % , , 1 3 . 6 ) )
WHITE16.10061 
BO 1250 1*1.10
UAITE(6 . 1007)Y(I,,P(NCA.1).PC(MCA.1).FOB(MCA,1 I,PB<1 I,YOTTAII> 
e.EPd)
1250 CONTINUE
00 1-51 I-ll.NNW.5
WRITE(6.1007)Y(I).PtNCA.I I,PD<NCA.I I.PDDINCA,I).
•FBI I).YOTTAIII.EPII 1
1251 lOUTINUE 
Oil TO 40,14
BO 124 3 1*1. IO 
WRITE I 6,10400)YOTTAI1).FBI I I 
1243 CONTINUE
[4i 1252 1*11.47.2
HAITI (6.10400)YOTTAII).FBI I)
1252 CONTINUE
I».i I 5" 1*50. NNW, 5
HR 111 16.10400)YOTTAI1 I.FBI I)
1253 CONTINUE 
4004 CONTINUE
10400 FORMAT(F3.4.F7.4)
WRITE 16,4000)
4000 FORMAT I//T6."Y(HI".T24.*0". ,'40. " TEMP" . T55. “TEMPO" , T70, "THET A" . / I 
DO 4'>)| 1-1 , 10
HRITEI6, 4002 )Y( I I .OIMCA. I ), T I I ), TO! I ) . TPlETAI I )
4001 i iiNTINllE
DO 4003 l-lt.NBELT.S
HRITE16,4002! YI I ) .UIN'A, I ), T( II, TOT I ). THET Al I )
4003 CONTINUE 
4 i'ii O  PHI (Ml, T151 3X, HI of.))
r 
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65U FuWlrtT(4( 3X.EI t.) >
C
C tirtf ro HEX I x STATION
ji.Mj i  Ci ifi r I Ml l|
lii 10 9*i 
- U i  iO U K  116( 6 , 2 i . iO 1 1
*001 FuFhAl (//T5> "F’RijiihlAn STOPf ED bECAHtifc 1EK-129". Z)
END
*rH^lS 1R. NDLL*!10 IL,ETA'X>X,'NC'ly'H<’ KHO. P . EX.. FdU, r.Uf. X . DEL . UE 'u'lHF, 
REAL t  Tf' ( I HO) » F < 1 0 0 )  • FDU I 1 0 0 ) .  VODEL I 100 )
T ' ™ 0 " '  ‘00,iFD<
KLAu X(tu),XI(40).kPl,FTl,FT2
1 AL tti »(ft DEL** DEL I. EDEl.. If, x F
F.EAL D: 1A (4)
C
11 AF«2.0*X1(NC >
Ml 1FR.0 
F  » I tii 'F r i AF >
C I
DEI 0«HU( IY) • X (NC ) /1RMO( IY) eUlNF )
ICL-iORK DEI 21 
4 I  O IK  l i f t  C « | i i  l | i X . K M O (  I  Y ) / I 10( I  Y )
DF *FX 1/ (fcHut 1Y I » i j £  * DEL I 
liO I J.« I, IV 
ETti(JI-EIA<.J)»U 
I CONTINUE 
NITER -MlIfcR+l 
HF ITEU., I03INITER, MC , DEI 
c 103 ECiflNAI I / T5. “NITfR»" , I 4 , 4X» "NC«“ . 14 - SXi "DEL"* ■ D13. 6t / )
00 2 I » 1 , I Y
E2«ErO<Il«tTDII) 
f •*K:»trfi< r)
FA-fliii I )•<;•.0-2.0«E2*E3> 
i . A K I M  I >»< l . o -  . 0 . 1  r t . (  I f « 3 . o # E 2 - E  i l  
f TO I > -FA(| *.(l»OA/t. 0 
2 i ON?IHUE
C
c DEICRMIME EDOE OF BOUNDARY LAYER
Nfif L»0 
4 NDEl ' MDI.I ( I
tUFi|-| ,ii l O.nIiFi t 
f i l F i l ^ A B i . ( i i i # . g t  I 
If (OIF-:,1.1 T. 0.0001 )00 TO 3 
IFiNfitL.EO. 1Y)00 jo 3 
iX' TO 4 
i EOtl ■ t 1 >| (f/t'EU >
f'E l I -F* l  <f[iEL/(MlO( IVfeUE)
I (IfiZ'-OEL- I'EL I
iildf >
In I “ H i |  1
I'ti :. -riLi »oEi.
If I nil i.MT.u.OOl )L.u TO 5
If (Ml Itf.ur.ftH.O TO S 
00 TO t.
c
5 C UN 11 m if
00 16 JaNOEL,|y 
F0(J) » | .0 
16 CCNMTINUE
OF* I !f* 1/ ifiMOl lYleiCetiEL)
OiT IS 1 - 1 , IY 
YOliELI I)‘AFX I »ETA( I )
IS CONTINUE 
Fll) «(T, 00 tuj 7 |»2, IY
7 CONntlT 1 HFD< J’ ,*<CrA< 1 '-eta«u u /2.o.f « J1
Al^-I «*3.0/lH»( 1.0*1.) )
A:-«l - 1.01 *, /H 
A3»l /(H#< ;.0*l I ) 
tym»iv-i
TuT Si l - i ,  I Ym 
I F I‘I +1.0
FT t‘-rli< 1 ) *| + (K + 2, 0)
I T.-FTKi) «l F l*i f 1-FDI3I 
F 00< I I - (F Tl ♦FT_' I X (H«l #1 Pi )
I Yn;.»iY-:
I F-l
F ((to IVI-«FD< 1V)-F0< lYfll I »/(KF*Nl 
Ou 4 l-M , 1Y 
F(NO.I)>f|J)-ET4(I)
FTKNC. I)-FO( I I-I.o 
F I'll' Mi . I I- F lifM j >9 I. ON f INI it 
Vl/=»0. 00
I ‘NO
TE O. i.hj
HO I 3 J*._ .NOEL 
1
IFINC.EO. I 11,0 TO 10
...
  U , ...ETA,U,.t u ,
I'' lf<« I ) f X 1 '• IE/ ( 1 1 1 lu I I VI •lit )
•<0 l.i Sou 
Wftl IL(6.
5 0 FtWm.,//H...v,Mr,T24,''F-,T40.«PD-.T5S,HPDD«,T6»l.UAli.„
tu'i E.<>y I-I
V I I >^ Fn!«r.T.>t I )/<RHO< lY)*liei
m u  n  i t . . m  i ) r< i >, i u n i : , 1 1 u d i n c . 1 1 . f d d i n c , i i . f d « u
•JOS' I.ONI tNUfc 
511 H.F.ilAfl£( jX,li:3.&)) 
t'1.1 f. firm NIC 
REMAN 
EMti
L ••»«#«•••••••He• • • * • • • • • • * • • • * • * « « • • • • » • » • • * • • • • ■
rU|iRi*JUTlM£ OVHU.I (I TA,X • • , NC, IY. MU. KHO, DEL, TW, T INF . IJE. ICl T.I.u, 
• Hl'El.. .ih i LAMBDAi T INI
I: ie**«.******«*&*»»«*******#*********#«#»***«**
C illBAiXlTINF TO At CULAili THE INiTIAI. TEMf ERATURE PRuf I IE S FOR
i LAMINAR FLi*l
C DLL T 13 CAlCUl A U D  FR- m I ME EiMAI l'.XT DELT/DLL«<FM ••-0. 33
C TMKN AN Ml NATIVE FROCESs 13 USED
C
REAL RhO< II hi) . MU I lOOi ,FR< 100),I FI 100) .LAMBDA I 100)
RE At XI40), X H  601, DEL. Til. T IMF . UE > I; T A (100)
REAL 11 .t '• .14. 1 lit TAR l 100 I > ETDT ( MO)
REAL Fx I. AF. DEL I .DIK31. AFX 1. DIF ix - Ofcl.T 1
REAL 1 I IOO) ,0(4. 100) . £ Dt I 1 . YODEL T( I lOI.YUOO), TO 1100) , TlNF'i
C
NITCR-O
RRC IY)»I1U( lYleOPl IY)/LAMBDAI IV)
DEL 1'DEL/(PR IIY)#«0.33>
AF-2.ui.XI (IF-1 
FXI-iilRTCAF)
6 t'F-F X I / IRROI IY ) •U£»DELT )
Ml ltl;-NI It R* I
MR ITEM. 300 INI TER, PELT. PR! I Y)
300 FORMAT I/TS •‘NITER-",14,6X,-VLuT-",D13.6.IX,“PR--.DI3.6,/)
DO I J-1,IV 
ETDTW)*ETA(J)*OF
1 CONTINUE
ro 2 mi , iy 
El-ETDT(I>
Ei-ETDTII)»ETDT(I)*E1 
E4-T TDT ( 1 l»E j
TliFTAR ( I )-t. 00-2.00*61 ti. HE3-E4
2 iluMl limt
Dll i J  'l, IV
T , vl)-TM£TAR( J) *1TW-TINF3) *T INFS 
T0< ))»T (Ji »i C •OF / ( 2.00*CP( IY) )
0(NC.,.I|*T0IJ)/TINF
3 OiIN I I m IF
T(IY)-TINF3 
T0< IY) ■! INI 
TI I)*TH 
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C DE I El MINE EDOE OF BOUNDhRV LAYER
NDELT II
4 NT*I 1 >NliELT ♦ I
DIF 31-1.0-0(110, NDELT)
MIF3I-AEr(DIF ilI 
IF101F51.1 T.0.OO11NO TO 10 
IFlliDit 1.1 '. It IOO 10 10 
OO TO 4 
10 EDtl I•EIA<NDEI T)
DfLT I FXl »l nil I / (F.lli'il I Y ) • IJE )
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5  COf l T  I n u t :
(Nil " I NUtLT, IV 
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00 401 1-1 , IV
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401 continue
4 02  F i i h M A T < 5 « 3 X , D l 3 . 6 l  I 
3 * 9  C O M T I N I . C
R E T U RN
END
SUiiRTil.lTlNE OVHOHH.K. 1Y.ETAI
FKUURAM 10 CALCULATE ETA FOR MAIN 
REAL HiktFM .1 $
REAL E T A(100)
I M V  I - 1 
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IF 11 EO.1.00)00 TO 20 
Iio I 1 - 2 ,  | Y  
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1 CONTINUE 
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40 L" Till f I Ml IE 
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END
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C
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* f  , n  I  . F l i f  . f i : TR14 1, 0 1 f  : I , TEMP. E M l  
Ft  Ai MUl  1 n i l  I ,Ml i "u  100)
1 t i - l  ClAi 100 > , VF I 1110) . I IF I HAD ,FlM 1 uO I, F14 , I OH I .Flu 4, lOu) , 
«i . (  I O n ) , F < I O') I . < I 1 m i  I 
FibAL X|l ' CD 
RE At FEW 
FFAt i K.I
11'-IF - Mill IV I •FMn,liL*UE#0.30»<2.00/X I INC ) I ««0. 50 
n i T F - l l ^ . f r * * ! ! . " . ' !
NO IMF -Mill IY ) / FUCK IV )
F l l - ( 2 . U * X l ( N  ) ) * * 0 . 5 0  
A E X I - K X l x ' l i m / f n u f  I V )  •HE I 
no i  1* 1. i v  
VFi D ' A f X M L T A f  I )
1 CONTINUE
CD I )-l. 00 
0 0  2 1 * 2 , I V 
r;-yfiii/AF
IFf&RC.LT.0.01)00 TO 300 
PfcH»0.1X 1
I f  iSR2.LT.10 0 ) P E N * 1 . 0 / E X F I S R 2)
Sh 4*  1 . 0 - 1  EW
1,0 TO 301
300 SK4-II.0U
301 ihl*2.0#l L«YPlI)*SR4
5i<3«-Shl ••2.00
CD I > *2. nil/ I I . OOt :l'M (I .OOf :X3) )
2 CON 11 Ml IL
INTEC.RAT ION 
OF I I)*0.00 
Ini 3 1*2, IY 
J" 1 -1
UP< I )«10( I )»0< J) )•( YF( I l-YF(U) 1/2.00 UPU)
3 CONTINUE 
USe»liSlR/UE 
DO 4 1*1 , IY 
Flu I )-uF i I ) •u-E
4 CON(IM.lt
c DcrfciniNt cnue of eioudiiary i.ayek
MfiEL -0 
0 NOLI ‘NfitLFI
IDF$1*1 .On FllltirifL I
if (fill il.LT .0.0001 100 10 s,
11" (Ml-1 I .tO. I v ion (0 '
60 lo 8
* NU. ' NOE l
I'm 41 l»ND2, 1Y 
FID I 1-1 .00 
41 IONIINot
no
n 
r. 
o 
o 
r> 
o 
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C iN rti.U A T t TO OBTAIN F 
F( D-u.OO 
I mi Z 1« 2. IV
kl » I -1
»•« n - « F D i  I ) * F n (  J >  > « i E T A l  I l - E T A (  J )  ) / ; .  O v t F t  J l
5 CONIINOE
c
C OENERATE F AND FU
BO 6 I - 1 • IV 
F (Mi', I i»-F( I l-ETAI I )
6 CONTINUE
n o  7 t  - i . i v
FtMNi. . 1 )-»Fri( I 1-1.00
7 CON11NOE
c
C CAt.lMLATE Di.TR
TEMF - i i . 00  
no UI I-2 .N 0 E I.
■J" I -1
TEMP"TEMFt < F D < MC.I)+PDINCiJ)l«(ETA(I)-ETA(J)>72.00 
10 CONTINUE
OSTRINC >*-EX1•TENP/(RHOI|y>eUE)
EDEL»ETA(NDELI
6EL=FX 1 *E DEL / (RHO11Y) »UE)
HR I Tf (4.. 5001
500 FORMAT( / /Tt. "VIM) ", T24. "P". T40, "PD". T5i.. "Li/UE",/) 
DO 502 I“IiNDEu 
Y(1I^FXI*EIA(I>Z(RMU(IYI.UE)
MR I I E  IE, SOI > Y ( I >, P < NC. I I ,f ruMv. 1 ) ,FD( I )
502 CONTINUE
501 FORMAT!4(3X,Dl3.6))
4 ^9  CONTINUE
RETURN
ENN
SUBROUTINE 0VUO5(G,GD,),H,IV.NC.ETA)
tiENERAt. DIFFEFENTI AT ION FROORAfl 
REAL 014,I00),0D(4,100),I 
REAL E f AI 100)
REAl. h.) m,rPI,AS.B3.C3
Hl-NC
kih-i.o o-k
I F l - l . » l  . ( in  
IYM I IY -  I 
>-l »«3.ChJ/(H»i PI i 
b I IM«i /M 
Ci-I /114*1 pI '
DO 1 1^2.IYMI
ODlNl , 1 ) = (Ai.*G(Nt , I- 1 I ♦Bi*G(Nl . I) *C3*0( N1, 111) > Z|
1 CONTINUE
TO OBTAIN GU4N1,I I AND OD(HI.IY) A  FU.if ORDER f ULVNOMIAL FIT 16 
USED
O D I N I , I ) »  G 4 N I , 1 ) * )  *11 F 2 . 0 0 I + G 4 N 1 , 2 ) * )  P I * F P 1 - G ( N I  , 3 )
GDtNl • I I *GD(N1. 1 ) /III*) * l f 1)
1 Y M 2 - I Y - 2
GDINl . I Y ) 4 PI *1)1 INI, IYMI )-l *OD(MI , | YM2 I
i: INffci.KATk TO OHAIN F
F(t)-u.00
i Hi t i •:, i y
i*i-i
I * I I t + F T K J ) )»lETAlI1-ETAlU))/..00tF(J)
5 CONTINUE
C
C OFNEKATE F AND FU
DO t 1 I . 1 V 
F <Ni" , I l^ -Fl 1 )-fc lA( 1 I
6 CONTINUE
DO 7 I ■* 1 . I Y 
FDlNi . I >-*F'D< I l-l .00 1 CONTINUE
c
C CAt.CULATE DSTR
TlnF-o.no 
DO 10 I-2,NL'Ll.
J« I -1
TEMF * TENPMF UINC. I > t FD(NC . J) I • (ET AI I )-ETA(UI ) Z v. 00 
10 CCiNTlNUF
D» TFilTK >*-FX l» TE;.F/ I FHu ( I Y ) •UE )
EDEL-EIA(NDEL)
DEL=FXI»EDEL/lRHO<IY1«DE)
WF I Tf ( 4.. 500)
500 F0hi1rtT(//T4. “ VIM) “ . T:4, "F". T40, "FD".T55. “U/UE "./) 
DO 502 1*1, NOEi.
Y<I)* F X I * E T A(Il/IRMCKIVIeUEl
URI TETt.SOl ) YU ) •PINC. I I ,FD(NC. I > • FD(1)
502 CONTINUE
501 FCiFinAT(4l5X.Dl3.61)
4^ >> CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C  .... .
SUBROUTINE C.VH05(0,uD.K.M, IY.NC.ETA)
C tENERAl. DIFFEFENT 1 AT ION PROOF AM 
REAL 0(4,I001,GD<«,IOO).I 
REAL ETAl1O0)
KFAl HU IM.FPl.AS.B3.CS
C
Nl “NC
llPI-1,00-K 
I F l-I.U .00 
1YN1«IY-1
AS*--( ••S. 00/ <H»t PI )
B I IM'I ZH 
CS“» z ( n » t u  i )
C
DO 1 l^_,IYM1
ODlNI, 1 l-(AS.eO(Nl. I-l 1 FBSeOCNI. IHCS*0<N1, 1>1 UZl 
I CONTIrxIf.
C TO OBTAIN 04UNI,1 I AND OOiNl.IVI A FID; I ORDER PC4 VNOMIAl FIT IS
C USED
C
ODINI. I I- 0<N1, 1 leh«(l>2.00H0(NI ,2)*l F |*F Pl-0<NI ,31
OMNI , I ' «0D( Nl . I )Z(M*K«I I I I
C
JYM2-IV-2
IDlNt . lYI'U m*OD(Nl , 1 YMI 1-1 eODTNI , I YM2I
THE TAM) -(T0< J)-TW>/<T1T4F-TH)
7 I: AN I I Ml t  
f t I • • I W
TOT I >* IN 
H  I T I *1 UlFS 
TOT IT ) T INF
( lE IE F M lN c  E liuE  OF BONNtiARV I  AVER 
NCitl T . 
i j  N f iE l. l-n O t L I  • 1
MFil-l.«>.i-lhfc TAT NNEl T)
1'IF i l*ABSCDIF'il )
IFTDlFSl.l T.O.OOl>00 TO 9 
IF TNNEL 1 . EC). IV IO O  TO 9 
00 TtJ L 
9  COHT I Ml i t
DO U> I NI-EL1 , IV
GtnC. I) »i . >o
TTll-IINr 
TOT I l « l I N K
10 CONTINUE 
AF-2.0.XITNCI 
F*l*:OfxT!AF ) 
lOF.LT-fTATHDELT)
DELT*l X 1 etUt I.T/TRMu T 1V)»UE)
Al Xl*F xl/>hl«JT IY)«UE#['El.l >
HKI TET7, .HUINC .NfiELT
310 FORMAT<2T:x,141) 
to 61 I I ■•1 ■ n liE L  T
VI I >*»F X I »t 1 AT ll/TRHOT IVTeUEl 
URUEI7.6M)YI I >, TNETATI )
311 CONTINUE
31: FORMAT 11' I . x , E 1 3. 6 1 )
HR 1TET3 i)
to 11 <A IDELT
YOfHtl.T (Ul-.-r X I«E  TATUl
VTUI-FXleETAlJl/TRHOTlYleuEl
UhtI TET4, 201 )YT J), 0 T NC . Jl. T T J1 . TOT J)
11 CON TIN IE
200 fO«nATl/T4. "YTM>“ , f .4, "TZT INF” , T«Oi "TEMF " • T55. “TEftf 0". / >
201 F 0 f< M A rT 4 (3 X .D l3 .* » l 
199 CCMTlN'iE
RETURN
END
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30 CONTINUE
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Table
Experimental Apparatu,
Accuracy
Accuracy 
> 0,001 volt
Apparatus
ckard Digital
Hewlett Pa 
Voltmeter
t 0,01 n
Disa 
(Connected to the 
D isa 55D01 wire)
Anemomet1 r
(Connected to
Outpu*
55010 L i n e a r i z c r
^ 0 , 5 ° C
N K C Thermometer
+ 0,01 m m  H 2o
Digital Manometer
t 0,002" HzO
E 3 S en Manometer
. 0 ,5  mm Hq
Mercury Manometer
I H H __  .  ____ K— -
APPENDIX H
Hi ex p e r i m e n t a l ERROR ANALYSIS
Table H.l Experimental Apparatus Accuracy
Appara tus Accuracy
Hewlett Packard Digital 
Voltmeter
± 0,001 volt
Disa 55D01 Anemometer Unit 
(Connected to thermistor)
t 0,01 n
Disa 55D01 Anemometer Unit 
(Connected to hot wire)
Output read on DVM
Disa 55D10 Linearizer Unit Output read on DVM
NKC Thermometer Unit ± 0,5°C
Furness Digital Manometer t  0,01 mm H20
V an Essen Manometer Model 6750 t 0,002" HzO
Mercury Manometer ± 0,5 mm Hg
Table H.2 Calibration Apparatus Accuracy
Apparatus Accuracy
Disa 55D44 Pressure Control 
Unit
± 0,1 rabar
Disa 55D46 Pressure Converter ±0,1 bar
For the velocity calibration of the hot wire probe use was made of 
the Disa Calibration rig and the velocity read on the Pressure 
Converter. The error in velocity can be estimated from t 
following relationship. (Ref 13)
dv = J_ (d£ _ dp, ...
v 2 p P
Assuming no error in p
The mainstream velocity measured with the anemometer varied from 
approximately 5 to 15 m/s giving respective errors of 2,6% and 1%. 
When considering King's Law /hich gives the heat flux relationship
V (m/s) AP (bar) % error
2,0 1,0 5,0
10,0 3,43 1,5 .
20,0 6,48 0,8
it is noted that the heat flux is proportional to both the flow 
velocity and temperature. During the velocity calibration the 
anemometer output is linearized thus accounting for the exponent 
to the velocity term in the equation above.
The error in temperature can be estimated to be linear as it was 
calibrated with respect to the thermocouple in the wind tunnel.
V (m/s) T <°C) % Error Temp
% Error Vel Total Error
5,0 45,0 1,1
2,6 3,7
15,0 33,0 1,5
1,0 2,5
Thus the total error, which is estimetao to be the sum of the 
velocity and temperature errors (as ir.ui'ated by the product, of 
the velocity and temperature terms in H.i .2) is 3,7% for the 
low velocity which is considered acceptable.
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